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MILESTONE OPENS BEAUTY CONTEST
COACH HUGHES Vegper Services to WASHINGTON PLAN CHECK Music Program at WINNERS TO
PRESIDENT OF be Held on Campus BUST GIVEN DANCE BIDS Eastern is Given BE SELECTED
Revolutionary Leader Is ComCONFERENCE
BY STUDENTS
pared With Other Great
Eastern Mentor to Direct Intercollegiate Association;
Will Invite Murray to
Tourney Next Year
WINCHESTER IS CHOSEN
In a meeting of the coaches of
the Kentucky intercollegiate Athletic Conference, held last Saturday
morning during the basketball tournament at Winchester, Coach O. T.
Hughes, varsity mentor of Eastern,
was elected president of the Conference for 1933. A. B. Carter of
Centre College, was made secretary.
Coach Hughes, who served on this
year's tournament committee, proceeded to appoint a committee for
1933 of the following coaches;
Walter Van Winkle, Wesleyan,
chairman, Carey Spicer, Georgetown, and Ed Kubale, Centre. In
a meeting on Friday afternoon
previous to this meeting, the eight
coaches agreed to hold the tournament for next year in Winchester.
Friday afternoon's meeting also
BMifcBd a discussion as to the invitation of the Murray quintette to
next year's classic, and it was decided that the Thorobreds will be
taken into the K. I. A. C. Union
College, Barbourville, was also considered for the extentlon of an invitation into the K. I. A. C, but it
was decided that the southern Kentucky team would not be given an
invitation unless it were made a
regular member of the s. I. A. A.
next year.
E. A. Diddle, representative of the
Kentucky schools in the S. I. A. A.
reported that the Kentucky schools
may be classed In the fourth district in the S. I. A. A. next season.
The Western Teachers by virtue of
the state championship won Saturday night will be allowed to participate in the S. I. A. A. Tourney at
Jackson, Miss., this week-end.
Before the game last Saturday
night at Winchester, Coaches
Hughes and Diddle completed arrangements with Coach Eddie
Webber, of Louisville, to make the
trip to Jackson. Eastern and
Louisville left Louisville at 12:05
o'clock by train Monday afternoon,
and the Western squad boarded the
same train at Bowling Green, later
in the afternoon. Eastern drew
Millsaps for its first game at Jackson.
_
O
CHAPEL COLUMN
"New Biography" was the topic
discussed by Miss Anna Blanche McGill of Louisville, Ky., at assembly
Monday, February 29.
"Biography," says Miss MCOill,
"has taken a turn for the better."
The cheap and gaudy, low and sensational little acts are not seized on
in order to satisfy a sensational public, but rather the new biography
takes up the inspirational and
worthwhile facts. Though some
people may In their private lives
seem even frivolous, yet there
is so much of tho strong and good
that they cast long shadows down
the road of greatness.
Miss McQlll also gave some brief
and scholarly reviews of some recent books on biography. Among
them are the following: "Washington," by Bernard Faye; "Portraits
of Washington," by C. M. Garland;
"Voyages of La Salle," in the discussion of which she said, "The dreamer is often slain, but as we know
the dream remains."
Others were "Jadwlga," by Charlott KeUog; "Mary, Queen of Scotts,"
by Swinbum. "The Double Heart,"
"Wellington''—the "Iron Duke" was
mentioned briefly.
The Social Science Club presented
a program in commemoration of the
200th anniversary of the birth of
George Washington, in chapel February 22.
' The president, Mr. Robert Guy,
presided and introduced the speakers. Miss Annie Laurie Forsythe
led the devotional.
Ross Anderson of Booneville discussed Washington "as a human being"; Mrs. Flora Morris of Buecbel
gave an interpretation of the picturesque and romantic side of Washington's life; and Herschel McKlnley of Owenton spoke of "Washington, the Soldier and statesman."
O
CANTERBURY CLUB
At the Canterbury Club meeting
on February 23 the top of discussion
was "Literature of the Middle West"
Dr. Clark discussed Willa Gathers
work, giving short reviews of some
of her books.
"She has made the scene of the
mlddlewest both familiar and prominent In the novel," said Mr. dark.
"Some of her books are Cpioneers,
Song of the Lark, Shadows on the
Rock, and Youth and the Medusa.
The struggles of the artistic soul to
develop itself is one of her greatest
concerns."
-Chicago's School of Poets, which
includes Sandburg and Edgar Lee
Masters, was discussed by Miss Elizabeth Riddel. She also read some
of the poems to illustrate her dis-

The vesper services for the T. M
and T. W. C. A., held each Sunday
night at 6 o'clock in the Model
High Auditorium, have been planned
for the next four Sundays.
On next Sunday the title of the
program will be "Friendship Relation." Mr. Kellc Rlsner. a student
will speak on friendship, and Mr.
Vernon Wilson will give a talk on
"Dad" Elliot, who will be on the
campus March 21, 22, and 23, and
who will give a series, of eight talks.
A group of Berea students will
give an exchange program on Sunday, March 13. Their subject has
not been announced.
On Sunday, March 27, the T. M.
O. A. will bring to Eastern Bart
Peak, student secretary of the T. M
C. A. at the University of Kentucky.
The programs will have something
worthwhile for all. The public Is
invited to attend all meetings.

SWIM TOURNEY
AT EASTERN
Aquatic Pageant to be Staged
by Students in Swimming
Classes; Variety of
Contests
RIBBONS

BE

AWARDED

The Physical Education Club is
sponsoring an aquatic tourney on
March 16 and 22, under direction of
Miss Francis Blackwell and Mr.
Talmadge Dewltt. The participants
in this demonstration will be the
Training School students and those
college students taking swimming
classes. Admission will be charged
for this evening of entertainment,
which will go for the benefit of the
club.
The girls' program consists of
form swimming, by Miss Eliza
Hughes, Mrs. Lorraine Miller, and
Miss Frances Blaclrwell; life saving demonstrations will be given by
Talmadge Dewltt Z. T. Bice and
Miss Blackwell. A Junior 25 yard
dash will be given by the fifth and
sixth grades; a senior 50 yard dash
will be given by high school girls;
a candle race, umbrella race, and
a balloon relay will be given by the
Misses Clay, Snowden, Buckshorn
and Chenault. Underwater swimming will also be featured.
The junior boys, consisting of
Training School and Model High
students, will participate in the following events: Twenty-five yard
free style, twenty-five yard breast
stroke, underwater swimming, peanut race, diving for objects, and
fancy diving.
The college men will engage in
the following contests: Twenty-five
yard free style, form swimming, 25
yard breast stroke, and fancy diving.
Ribbons will be awarded to those
winning first, second and third
places.
Due to the size and seating capacity of the room the pageant will
be held on two nights: March 15
for town patrons only, and March
22 for the student body.

"APPLECART"
Under the auspices of the fine
arts committee George Bernard
Shaw's recent comedy success, "lbs
Apple Cart", was brought to the
Hiram Brock auditorium Wednesday night, Feb. 24, by the Theatre
Guild Players of New York.
The company, which put on the
play, came here after a two days
engagement at the National Theatre,
Louisville. The play was directed
by Paul Irving, who has played
leading parts with Lionel and John
Barrymore, and for four years directed for Ann Nichols in "Abie's
Irish Rose", playing the pact of
Abie. Other members of the cast
have also played hi some of the
leading stage and screen productions
of the past year.
The scene of the play was laid
thirty years in the future In the
council chambers of the King and
Cabinet of *fc"g'«"* Boyd Irving
played the leading role of King
Magnus, and this he did to perfection. He was not the type of King
that we often picture as cruel, unjust, grouchy, and Inhuman, but
rather the human, sympathetic, and.
likeable King; Ann Berryman appeared as Ormthia the King's Mistress; OhappeU Dossett as Proteus,
the Prime Minister; Norms Fuster
as Boanerges, president of the board
of trade; Daisy Belmore as the
Queen; and Henry* Hall aa Mr.
Vanhattan, the American ambassador.
Other members of the east leas
prominent were Douglas Walton and
Bram Noseen, as secretaries to the
King; Ruth Belmore as the princess; Richard Lancaster as the Foreign Secretary; George Oerwlng as
the Colonial Secretary; Paul Irving
as the Chancellor of the Exchequer;
L. Morris Foster as Home Secretary;
Florence Hart as the Powermlstreas
General; Nellie Strong as the Postmistress General

Figures of History
DR.

DONOVAN

SPEAKS

Prof. Charles A Keith, head of
the department of social science,
gave a comparison of George Washington With other men of world
fame before the students assembled
in chapel Friday morning, February
26, in the Hiram Brock auditorium.
Mr. Keith compared Washington
with such men as Frederick the
Great, of Prussia, Napoleon, of
France, and Bismark, of the German Empire.
Dr. Donovan related the story of
his trip to Washington at the close
of Mr. Keith's talk. In it he told
of the new Washington Memorial
Highway from Arlington to Mt. Vernon, which extends a distance of
twelve miles and is considered the
most beautiful highway in the world.
Dr. Donovan also told of the flower
gardens and other spots of beauty
around the shrine at Mt. Vernon.
He concluded by describing the
enormous crowd which was there at
the opening of the Bicentennial
Celebration on Washington's birthday.
At this assembly Professor Keith,
on behalf of the Social Science Club,
presented a statue of George Washington to the college. The speech of
acceptance was made by President
Donovan, In which he said that the
statue would stand In the lobby of
the Administration building as long
as Eastern remained an educational
institution.
The statue is a life size bust
mounted upon a pedestal, and Is a
copy of Houdon's "George Washington." It was purchased from the P.
P. Caproni Company, Washington,
D. O.

Faculty Member to Inspect A musical program was given in
Hiram Brock auditorium at Eastern
Invitation
List
for
Teachers College Wednesday mornDances on Campus
ing by students and faculty of the
music department
Brown E. Telf ord opened the proSUPERVISORY
AIM
gram with three piano selections
by modern composers. They were
Ruling that one faculty member "Polonnalse" by Chopin, "Etude"
must be present on the door of each by Bortkiewicz, and "Sacromonto"
dance held on the campus to check by Turlna.
the invitation list, the Social ComHelen Hull, violinist, gave a pleasmittee, under Miss Eliza Hughes, ing rendition of the Andante from
chairman, in a call meeting last the "Symphonle Espagnole" by Lalo,
Monday afternoon, also passed an- of "Rondino" by Krelsler, and of
other rule in conjunction with the "Plantation Dance" by Nathaniel
first one mentioned, which declared Shilkret. She was accompanied at
that girls as well as men must have the piano by Miss Telf ord.
bids before entering student dances, Arenskys suite for two pianos, a
if they are other than students.
romance and a waltz, was played by
Professor Richards affirmed that Jane Campbell and J. E. Van Peurby having a faculty member on the sem and then followed by the dedoor at all dances there would be lightful "Golliwog's Cake Walts" by
a release of pressure on student at- the well-known French composer,
tendants in matters of determining Debussy.
who should enter the dance floor.
He said that this measure would defeat any possibility of a student
passing anyone who would be undesirable to order to get money In
cases where the fund for the dance
might be falling short.
A third rule passed by the Social
Committee at this meeting in re- Measure to Alter Plan of
gard to campus dances was that an
Selecting Superintendent
identification tag must be placed on
Becomes a Law
all people who enter the dance by

SCHOOLHEADS
NOW ELECTIVE

bid.

There has been a dispute as to
whether or not the new rules will
be In effect for the dance tomorrow
night. The Social Committee was
to meet one afternoon this week in
order to settle this point, but the
meeting was postponed and the
ruling will not go into erfect until
after the Alpha Zeta dance. Reports from the Social Committee
meeting were obtained from Garvlce
Kincald, sophomore representative
to the committee.

EASTERN BAND FIRST DANCE
BEST AT TILT OF SEMESTER
Though Maroons Lost Crucial Alpha Zeta Kappa to SponGame Band Tried Pull
sor Social Event
Them Thru
Saturday
GO

BACK

NEXT

YEAR PROMISE

And the band was there! When
Eastern and Western locked horns
at Winchester on last Saturday
night, every one of Mr. Griffith's
tooters and Outers, from Bill Ramsey to Kelly' Wagers, was right on
hand, ready, if necessary, to blow
out a lung for dear old Eastern.
No blame for Eastern's defeat can
be placed on the band. After a
thrilling sixty mile an hour ride over
to Winchester with Sir Malcolm
Calmpbell-McKinley, they entered
Spencer gymnasium and gave everything for their school. Every man,
resplendent in maroon and white, a
generous supply of Stacomb on
every man's hair, they played until
muscle and sinew were exhausted,
but with an indomitable spirit keeping them at it after only grit remained
Western won the tournament, but
we won the band contest. And
though the blowing out of one lung
didn't prove to be enough, back came
the band with heads high, resolved
to go back next year and blow out
two lungs and pull Eastern thru.
O
STUDENT STUDY COURSE
The Baptist students of Eastern
have been attending a student
course during the past week at the
local Baptist Church under the didrection of Liman P. Bailey, of
Louisville, Ky.
About thirty-five boys and girls
have attended these meetings each
night ana will be eligible to take the
examination on Friday night. The
book for study was 'The Plan of
Salvation." The course was arranged by the local Baptist student
secretary, Miss Annie Sue Marsh.
The final examination will be followed by a social hour for the students.
O
Enough tobacco to make 1,614,000,000 cigarets was shipped from
Oreenevllle, Tcnn., this season.

GOOD

MUSIC

The first dance of this semester is
to be held in the small gymnasium
tomorrow night, Saturday, March
5.
The Alpha Zeta Kappa, Eastern's
discussion club, is sponsoring this
dance. This dun is one of the
younger organizations on the campus, and therefore it has not had
an opportunity to put itself before
the student body in a social way.
The feature of the evening will be
"The Commanders." This orchestra
is made up of ten musicians and
entertainers. For some three or
four months these ten young men
have been practicing each week in
preparation for this occasion.
The old dance band which formerly played for most of the local
dances is reported to have disbanded. Therefore these boys, eight of
them belonging to the college and
the other two living in town, decided to organize this new dance
band. According to all reports they
have perfected a highly desirable
musical organization. Several of
the musically inclined persons who
have heard the group In its practice
sessions acclaim it as one of the
best
This band .has three solists, any
one of whom is well worth bearing,
and as a trio they are capable of
giving some excellent selections.
-Several hundred invitations, beautifully printed, have been mailed to
many friends and former students
of the college who are now scattered over the state. These Invitations featured "The Commanders"
as being Richmond's new dance
band of ten musicians and entertainers.
The Alpha Zeta Kappa, thru Its
business manager, Garvlce Kincald,
promises everyone an enjoyable evening of dancing.
The gymnasium and orchestra box
will be decorated in the school
colors, maroon and white.

FACULTY FOLK'S BABY PICTURES
TO BE DISPLAYED; PRIZES GIVEN
By ANNIE L. FORSYTHE
They have put away childish
things, yet what a treat it will be
to attend the picture show which
will be given by the Y. W. and T. M
C. A. tn the near future and see all
the members of the faculty and the
administrative staff as they were
when little tots.
Do you want to see our dignified
Miss Pollitt in a bib and long dress?
Ton cant feature Dr. Schnleb with
a doll tn one hand and a bottle of
milk in the other, can you? Well,
she'll be there. "Turkey" Hughes
got that nickname when he was
quite a youngster—freckles galore
were the blame for it all.
Mr. Carter was Just a little country boy, wearing overalls and going
barefooted—tending the cows and

chickens. Dr. Rumbold, from way
down there In one of those southern
states, decided that too many cloths
made him uncomfortable, so you'll
see him Just as he appeared thirtyfive years ago. Prof. R. R. Richards
in his "Ole Kentucky Home" playing with paper dollies will amuse
you
' ■?" — ——
What will you think when you see
our great chemist, Prof. Meredith J.
Cox, with even less hair on his head
than he has right now, wearing a
long, ruffled dress which covers his
feet
Watch for announcements concerning the exact date. Three, two,
and one dollars will be given the
person recognttdg the greatest
number of these babies,

LAFPOON

DDDNT

SIGN

FRANKFORT, Ky., Mar. 3, W—
The bill to.make the office of county
school superintendent elective instead of appointive became a law
today without the signature of Oov.
Laffoon. The ten-days period the
governor had in which to sign or
veto the measure expired last midnight without the executive taking
action on it.
Under the law county school
superintendents will be elected for
four years at the November election
In 1033 and will take office the first
of January, 1034. Under the old
law they were appointed by the
boards of education.
Another bill already passed and
now before the governor would provide that counties having cities of
the first or second classes be exempt from provisions of the measure.
The bill enacted into law was
opposed by the state department of
education.

REGION MEET
AT EASTERN
Best High School Teams in
Four District to Compete Here
BE HELD MARCH 11-12
Plans for the regional high school
basketball tournament, which will
be held In the Weaver Health Building on March 11 and 12, are nearing
completion, according to a statement given out by C. T. Hughes,
tournament manager.
The meet this year will be the
first to be held in the new gym and
is expected to be one of the most
successful ever held here. The four
winners here, class A and class B
boys and girls, will be invited to
participate in the state tournament
held at the University of Kentucky
a week later.
Four districts, the 49th, 50th, 51st,
and 52nd, will be represented hi the
meet here. These districts include
the best teams In this section of
Kentucky, and the winner here is
always a strong contender for the
state title.
Officials for the meet will be
Gayle Mohney, of Kentucky, and
McDonough, of Eastern. Play will
start on Friday and will end with
the finals on Saturday night.
O

Council Conducts
Business Meeting
About forty members attended a
caBad business meeting of the Elementary Council of Education Friday afternoon, Feb. 10, hi Cammack
building.

Special business matters in regard
to the placing of a Council page in
the Milestone was transacted. The
Council elected to purchase a page
for $21.50, on which the officers to
be given a plate at the top with
pictures of the Council members
following below.
Money for the page is to be raised
thru the payment of the regular semester dues and twenty-five cents
extra, which will make a total of
fifty cents due the treasury from
efLCu iii^mPfTi

A oollfctlng committee was appointed by Jean Stacker, president.
This committee is composed.of Miss
Ferrell, chairman, Miss McCollum,
and Miss Shelton,
The second matter of business
which was taken up at the session
was that of appointing a program
nranmltt— for the second semester.
Miss Stocker appointed the following members to serve on that committee: Hope Hlnkle, chairman, Effle Brandenburg and Mildred Baugh.

■

Most Popular Girl to be
Crowned as "Miss Eastern";
Nominees to Be Selected Monday
PICTURE

IN

ANNUAL

At the business meeting of the
Milestone staff Wednesday night it
was definitely decided to initiate the
annual beauty and popularity contests by holding a preliminary election at the regular assembly hour
on next Monday morning for the
purpose of allowing the student
body the privilege of naming the
nominees who will enter the final
contests on the following Monday
assembly, March 14.
"Miss Eastern" is the title with
which the ultimate winner of the
beauty contest will be crowned.
The nominees who place second and
third In the election will be chosen
as the "attendants" of Miss Eastern.
During the same sessions of voting
the most popular girl and the most
popular boy at Eastern will be selected by the student body. The
pictures of Miss Eastern, her two
attendants, and the winners of the
popularity contests will be given a
prominent position in the Milestone,
the annual publication which is
sponsored by the members of the
senior class.
At the Chapel Assembly on Monday, March 7, the voting will be
done for the purpose of selecting
ten nominees for each office. At
this session the choices of the student body are limited only by the
qualifications of sex, and regular
enrollment; the ten leading candidates after the official counting of
ballots will be announced as the
contestants for the final election
during the chapel period on Monday,
March 14. As there are three contests this procedure will result hi
the selection of a total of thirty
different candidates, none of whom
will be considered eligible for the
final election unless he.or she has
signified the intention of having his
or her picture placed in the Milestone.
The winners of the popularity contests, Miss Eastern, and her attendants will be announced in the next
issue of the Eastern Progress.
At the same meeting of the Milestone staff it was also decided to
announce in the next issue of 'he
Progress the winning class In the
photograph contest and the date of
awarding the half-holiday and free
picture show to the winner.
It was also decided to extend the
date for the turning in of club pictures to Saturday, March 12, due to
the fact that the official photographer, Mr. McQaughey, has been
out of town this week
According to predictions made
from preliminary check-ups the
yearbook already has a good start
on the road to successful completion. Thus far more photographs
than ever before have been turned
in, the other content is being gathered in a satisfactory manner, and
by the able efforts of the staff members in obtaining a large cut in the
prices of the engraving and printing contracts, the students this year
will have the opportunity of getting
their annual and representation
hi
It at a much lower cost0 than ever
before. The Milestone will be sold
for $2.60 Instead of the price of $3.00
which was charged for it last year.
O

Sigma Tau Pi Meets
Sigma Tau PL official organisation of the Department of Commerce, met in a business meeting
February 17th at 6:46 p. m.
Space in the Milestone was reserved at this meeting, and Mr.
Oakes and Miss Cbeatem were appointed to collect pictures. The
following new members were accepted: James Moore, V. B. Berthoff,
Henry Hill, Bruce Champion, Ralph
D. Powers, Margaret Moberly, P. 8.
Turner, Newton "Milwaukee" Oakes,
Luclan Burch, Tommy Bowman,
Hershell McKinley, Charles Morgan,
Harry Routenberg, Lester McHargue, and James chadwelL
It was decided to send flowers
to Mrs. Mary D. Forman, who is
ill with appendicitis at the Pattie
A. Clay Infirmary.
The next meeting will be held
March 2nd. at 6:46 p. m., in room
6, Administration building. All
members, both old and new, are
urged to be present
•
rO
WASHINGTON MOVIE
Professor Charles A. Keith, head
of the, department of history was
the spokesman for a program In
Chapel Wednesday morning, Feb.
24, hi Hiram Brock auditorium,
honoring George Washington,
The program which followed Mr.
Keith's introductory remarks was
the form of a four reeled picture
portraying the life of Washington
from early childhood. The picture
was obtained from the Blcenntenlal
Commission in Washington city,
where the two hundredth anntvar- -—
sary of George Washington Is being celebrated at the present, and
will continue for nine w»»qw of
this year.
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Progress Platform
Student participation in government.
Official Freshman Week.
Undergraduate scholarships.
Spring vacation during K. E. A.
Extension of fields for specialization.
Inauguration of active Journalism department
An active Alumni Association.

The Library) Also Serves
When we find ourselves face to face with
an efficient service day after day, we are naturally inclined to take that service for granted,
and to offer no word of praise to those who
make it possible. Such seems to be the situation regarding Eastern's library with its abundance of literary and scientific material, its
capable staff, and its efficient management.
The Progress, as an occasional reminder of
the worthwhile things which exist upon this
campus, takes pleasure in attempting to impress
upon the student body an appreciation of the
services which are given by this organization.
The building, which is really too small for
the needs for the present student body, is
opened for use at 7:30 in the morning and continues to remain open, with the exception of the
half-hour twilight shut down, for the rest of the
day until the closing hour of 9 o'clock at night.
Surely this lengthy session of open house is a
situation, for which the students should be
thankful. .The business-like manner in which
the staff members go about their duties of
checking, obtaining, listing, and arranging the
books and magazines is indeed worth noticing.
The cooperative attitude with which one meets
in seeking help on a difficult problem of research and the friendly method of the librarians
in quieting disturbances are all features which
add to the joy of attending school in the Eastern State Teachers College.
Of course there are conditions in this unit
which are not all that is to be desired, but it is
doubtful if the library staff is responsible for
them. In the study rooms there is the everpresent crowd—too dense for the promotion of
individual concentration. There is the long
line waiting to check out books, the lack of a
room for the hanging of coats and hats, and
perhaps other similar criticisms, probably none
of which exist due to the fault of the members
• orthe library staff.
There does exist, however, a deplorable condition of which the majority of the student body
is ignorant as well as innocent. This condition to which we refer is the practice of a few
individuals who have not counted the cost of
the inconvenience to which they are putting
other people. As may be seen from the list
published elsewhere in this issue this practice is
that of removing books and magazines from the
shelves or stands of the library and failing to
return them at either an early or a later date.
This is not only inconvenient, but expensive as
well. The library is»forced to order duplicate
copies to replace those that are lost, and the
duplicates often cost much more than the originals. It is to be hoped that in the future this
practice will be discontinued and that there will
be no need of publishing a list of missing books.
Until this time comes, education has failed in
one of its ideals.
The Progress believes that a recognition of
the facts on the campus, good or bad, in whatever department, and the subsequent determination of the student body to modify the present conditions, will finally result in a greater

EASTERN.
A Worthy Record
Now that the basketball season is drawing
to a close and Eastern's two squads have completed their season's play, the Progress wishes
to compliment both the freshmen and the var-

sity for their work on the hardwood for 193132.
The vanity squad shows a season's record
of 12 victories and 6 defeats, after playing as
hard a schedule as any group of basketeers in
the Kentucky division of the S. I. A. A. Two
of the games scheduled for the past season were
played with two of Ohio's strongest teams,
Wittenberg and Wilmington. Although both
games resulted in deefats for the Eastern squad,
the boys deserve much credit for the commendable way in which they handled both of these
strong opponents. Two other out of conference engagements with Morehead were marked
by overwhelming victories, but the two out of
state games were of more importance. However, the Maroons are not to be held to account
for contests lost in which they put everything
they had into the game as they did in those
opening events.
_%
In conference play the Maroons made an
excellent showing. Out of 14 conference
events, in which they met every Kentucky S. I.
A. A. team except Murray, the Maroons
scored 10 victories to close the season with a
rank of third in the state bracket.
The Little Maroons have also turned in a
commendable record. They did not take another state championship like their predecessors, but they did account for 11 wins out of
16 games played. This placed them high in
rank among the leaders, and gave them a showing for the year of which they may be justly
proud.
Coach C. T. Hughes, of the varsity, and
Coach Alfred Portwood, of the freshmen,
should certainly be allotted a rightful share of
the compliments on the two teams. These two
men have worked hard with the boys in training them for hardwood competition this season.
They have given much time and energy toward
improving the teams as a whole, and toward
each individual player. Coach Hughes and
Coach Portwood have worked sincerely and
conscientiously to build up teams of prominence
not for themselves, but for Eastern. At all
times their interests have been with the boys
and the school, and any measures taken in
training or during games have only been what
these men honestly considered to be for the
best.
In tribute to the six veteran Maroons who
are performing their last acts on the field of
athletic honor for Eastern this year, the Progress desires to wish them only the best of luck
and fortune in their game of life. It is oui
pleasure to congratulate them as Eastern athletes, and to be grateful to them for the service
which they have rendered.during their stay on
the campus.
Appreciated Criticism
Recently, a leading young student of the
campus remarked to us that he had a complaint
to lodge against the Progress staff. Upon inquiry as to the nature of this dissatisfaction with
the policies of the campus publication, we were
informed that no editorial or article ever appears supporting the platform of the Progress
as stated under the masthead of the editorial
page. In particular did the young man deplore the lack of any support of the first named
article of the platform, namely, that of "Student Participation in Government."
^
That student is to be commended for fiis action in calling attention to this apparent neglect
of the editoial staff. It is cooperation such as
this that is needed between the student body
and the campus publication. By way of replying to the criticism let us say that the presence of these articles in our platform, week
after week, signifies that we are constantly
behind them. The fact that no active writing
has been done in support of student government
is due to the belief that the students at Eastern
are not concerned with student government, do
not care about it on way or another, and have
shown little or no opinion on the question.
This paper as an organ of student activities
should naturally reflect only the sentiments of
the student body. The recent criticism shows
there is at least one student who is awake to
the needs of Eastern. If there are others, let
us hear from them. We may have neglected
the platform in the past, but if the students and
supervision are favorable to the issues that concern students in general, we shall endeavor to
reflect that sentiment.
GLEANINGS
A real college man is one who catches the
true spirit of the school he attends, who becomes vitally interested in everything that goes
on about him, who spends the happiest days of
his life on the campus of his Alma Mater.—
University of Dayton Neips.
The Daily Northwestern has editorially endorsed me movement started in eastern universities to encourage student "vagabonding."
Lectures of general interest in all departments
will be listed twice weekly and the doors
opened to any student, regardless of whether
he is enrolled for the course.
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Duguld—Oreen Hell (Botrra).
ntOGKESs rosTomci
Ifl it liw TTnfmtithxt Business.
Dear Editors:
Ferber—American Beauty.
It isn't always the speed of same
Fisher—The Basque People.
brown-eyed brunette or a blue-eyed
Fisher—The Deeping Stream.
blonde that —if the Hves of
Forbes Contact: Angora t o Affellow students. I notice it Is someghanistan.
.
Every
column,
no
matter
how
putimes those snistnlal V«*i»«g pachGarland—Companions on the Trail.
trid,
must
have
a
name
We
dont
ydermatous nrtaocepnattns who fed
Gibbs—Chances.
endowed with the absolute privilege like the name Campusolcgy any Hcefler—Africa Speaks.
better
than
you
do:
as
a
matter
of
of driving their automobiles thru
Hyde—Winds of Gobi.
Eastern's campus without due re- fact, we dont like this column any James—America and French Culgard to the safety of anything or better than yoe do. But the Eastern
ture.
anybody. Perhaps if these would-be Progress had a white elephant on Karsavlna—Theater Street.
speed demons were "somebody they its hands, the elephant being the La Farge—Sparks Fly Upward
might at least give the pedestrian plate with Oampusology so artistic- Langdon-Davies — Man and His
ample warning of their Importance ally inscribed all over It In order to
Universe.
and necessity of their rushing to go put the plate to work we are writTitans.
T
nowhere. Probably these sephyrites ing a column to go with It Now the Ludwig—Three
of a Princess.
wish to demonstrate to the other Eastern Piogiess has on Its not-so- Marie—Education
the Man.
students their "n"«"fi ability to clean bands two white elephants— Masters—Lincoln
Mead—Growing Up in Nen Guinea
control an automobile that Is trav- the plate and the column If you Michaud—
Emerson, the Enraptured
think this is too rank, see the busieling at a terrific rate of speed.
Yankee.
Psychology teaches us that peo- ness manager, buy the plate, and
ple who are mentally deficient try stop this thing before it goes any Miller—Jugles Preferred.
to impress the world how expat further. Personally, if we bad the Morf—The Polish Heritage of Joseph Conrad.
they are at something else. Regard- cash, wed buy it ourselves. Furtherless of how sincere these speed more, if you dont like this country, Moriey—Rudolph Amina
Morris—Diggins in Yucatan.
maniacs might be in showing oth- go back where you came from.
Pinchot—To the South Seas.
ers how to drive, they should have
enough respect for us. who have to We see the Kentucky legislature Pollack—Peggy Eaton: Democracy's
Mistress.
walk, to drive at a low rate of speed has a bill up to tax all unmarried
when driving over roadways that men $100 per year. We wouldn't be Powell—Beyond the Utmost Purple
surprised to see this slogan in the
Rim.
are crowded with students.
near future: "Buy a baby carriage Roberts—Buried Treasure.
Pedestrianly yours,
Setts—The "Also Rans:" Great Men
HERMAN OTTO and spend the difference."
Who Missed the Presidential
O
•
Goal
Wed like to tell the Juniors our
PROGRESS FOSTOFFICE
Tarkington—Mirthful Haven.
choice for a prom queen.
Dear Editor:
Listen, Juniors, what the public Taylor—Borden of Yale.
New Reference Books
With full confidence in the stu- wants is something different You
dent body of Eastern and with ap- gave it something different when Davies— Black's Dictionary of Pictures.
preciation for the work donie in the you elected Josh Cosby your presilibrary by 99 per cent of that group, dent How about a different kind Dyke—Automobile and Gasoline Engine Encyclopedia.
I am appealing through your paper of prom queen? Let us cast our
to the 1 per cent who rob the 99 vote. We want to support that rav- Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
per cent of the peace and quiet ishing, exotic flower-like brunette, Living Authors.
Harold (Moon) Mulllns. For at- Political Handbook of the World.
needed for study.
O
Possibly a brief explanation of tendant: Pee Wee Parsons.
some of our difficulties and our
The earth's atmosphere does not
ambitions will help us to under- We wonder what kind of a hop extend in appreciable quantities
stand each other and bring about this Sigma Lambda struggle will be. more than 100 miles above the
a better response.
If half the people to whom bids earth.
First, many students complain to have been sent come, they'll be
us that they can not study In the dancing out on the steps. Why not
library because of the noise in the dance In the big gym?
reading rooms. Much of this trouble is due to the difference in our The bright saying of the week
building from the regular class- goes to Harvey Bush. The other day
room buildings.
when he asked a girl for a date, and
We have the habit of talking In she, overwhelmed, asked "No foolcorridors, hallways and on stair- in'?" the Beau Brummel of Winways going to and from classes chester growled, "Leave that to me.
since it does not disturb anyone. sister, leave that to me."
That habit carries over to our
building. Here, the situation is different This building is so con- And then there was the Centre
structed that any noise of conver- editor who, we understand, had
sation after you enter the outside some very un-Presbyterian views on
door carries to all parts of the matrimony.
building far more distinctly than it
does in other buildings. There are TWO things we want understood,
no closed doors for reading rooms, we dont spell anyone's name in
consequently any such noise at any capital letters, and we don't print
student scandal. Now if something
time disturbs others.
One day last week more than two were to happen among the faculty
thousand requests were served, not —well.
counting those requests for books
that were "out" This means work And now, with the English deand any unnecessary disturbance partment's gnashing of teeth ringlowers the efficiency with which we ing in our ears caused by our sentence structure, we'll say goodbye.
desire to meet your needs.
The library rules are posted on We dont like to confine ourselves HoUproof Ho.iery is a* durable
the bulletin board In the library for merely to this campus. We tried to
your perusal. They were made for get off the campus more this time, as it is delicate ... as high in
your protection. Thej should be to but the night watchman saw us fashion as in quality . . . and Hi
your advantage. Lost books, over- twice.
colors fit your costumes as perO
due books, books carried out withfectly as Hi* hosiery fits your foot.
.NEW BOOKS TOO GOOD
out permission, magazines or newspapers torn or cut mean that someTO MISS
one is not "playing fair" with the
rest of the student body. The li- Allan—Gold, Men and Dogs.
brary is for you. We want it to be Bacheler & White—The Nun of Ca'
Frollo.
a place free from cigarette stubs on
the steps, chewing gum and candy Baker—Constantine the Great.
wrappers scattered about on the Baker—Tiberius Caesar.
floor, Jumbled card catalog-trays or Baum—Grand Hotel.
any such evidence of carelessness. Beck—The Duel of the Queens
(Mary and Elizabeth).
In short, we want it to be the
pride of /the ninety and nine, a Brooks—A Thread of English Road.
pleasant, eutet place for study.
Chase St Tyler—Mexico, a Study of
. < {sincerely,
Two Americas.
MARY FLOYD,
Coates—The Outlaw Years.
Acting Librarian. De la Roche—Pinch's Fortune.
»
O
Dorsey—Man's Own Show:Civilization.
MEMORIES
Drew—Mary Gladstone: Her Diaries
and Letters.
"On Your Way to Town"
Drinkwater—Pepps, His Life and
By MATTIK COPENHARER
Character.
Main at Second
Richmond, Ky.
There's a weather-beaten cabin,
In the shadow of the hills,
Where the sun goes down in crimson
COME TO
And the plaintive whip-poor-wills,
Keep acalllng from the woodland
As they perch mid tangled vine.
And the echo of that calling
Makes you sort of ache and pine.
For you hear it oft at evening,
THE REXALL STORE
When the twilight tender glow
Seems to set your heart a jumping
In a way you'll never know.
•
for
For unless you are a mountaineer,
What does a bird's call mean to
you.
Tasty Sandwiches, Soda Fountain Specials, Sheaffer
When the purple shades are falling.
And the wild rose drips with dew.
Fountain Pens, Stationery, Hollingswoith Candies,

CORRECTNESS

HOLEPROOF
HOSIERY

$1 to $1.85

Stanifer's

Perry's Drug Store

But to one bred in the mountains
It is like a word from home,
When you're far from those environments
That you once knew as your own
It is like a tender message
From the lips of one you love,
For you seem to see the Blue Ridge
With its spangled stars above.
There's a silver moon that's drifting
High above the towering trees;
There's a scent of wild roses
On each little evening breese;
There's a trail beneath the moonlight
One you never can forget,
And that old trail's getting kmeFor an old familiar step.
There's a little mountain lover.
Where the blushing roses cling,
Who's been waiting thru the summers,
Thru the winters and the spring.
And his faith has never faltered,
And the love is Just as true;
When the whip-poor-wills were caning,
As he Bade farewell to you.
So no wonder then the echoes
Seem to set your heart a thrill,
Call to mind the ties so binding
Bind you now and .always will
For you're longing for the cabin.
For the trail down td the spring
For the sweetheart that is waiting
Where the blushing roses cling.
O
There are two octagonal houses in
Indiana remaining from a mild popularity for that type of house early
In the nineteenth century.
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Dorothy Gray, Cora Nome and Elizabeth Arden Toilet
Articles.
We Cash Checks and Wrap Parcels for you with a Smile

CUT FLOWERS AND BLOOMING
PLANTS
Our Special-^^ — Richmond
Corsages for Dances at
Reasonable Rates

Green Houses

JOHN P. REICHSPFARR
Phone 188
Rosedale

H. M. WHITTINGTON
JEWELER
GIFTS THAT LAST
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Done
Phone 756 •
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Ham Ramsey, vice president Jack
awful how these contagious things
Hamilton, librarian. Oarvice Kinwill go around? The three "Mustcaid and Arthur Bowles, with other
get theirs" belonging to "THE WTMofficers, executive committee.
MEN HATERS' CLUB," and then all
taking a turn In that direction at
ALPHA ZETA KAPPA
the
same time. Loota a> MsMPjB
Andrew
Holbrook,
president
OarMiss Irene Rorton entertained
Misses Hillyer, Adams, Hauser
As we trip gaily over the campus they might all be afraid of this hunvice Klncaid, vice president Mattie
and Allie Fowler spent Saturday In with bridge at her'home In Irvine
these
sweet,
dear,
balmy
days,
and
Tolbert secretary-treasurer. Lillian
dred dollar tax on every unmarried
Saturday night Those present inLexington.
view the surrounding beauty that so man, at least that's the reason BILL
Cox, rfirHfimtnturiflT',
Miss Hazel Evans was In Win- cluded Catherine Oundlff, Evelyn
nicely matches the weather, we very RAMSEY gave for his dropping out
RURAL EDUCATION CLUB
chester last week attending .the Broaddus, Lora Hatcher, Ben Har- There's a Library-assistant named
demurely glance hither and yon try- of the aforementioned club. As
J.
A.
Hamhlln.
president;
CharlesH
.
Pope
rison,
Roger
Warmouth,
Owen
Durtournament
ing to catch some scandal unawares. BIT ill would say, "Oh, ICKY!"
Lawhorn,
first'
vice
president
Earl
Who
wants
some
one
to
give
her
ham
and
Alex
Hieronymous.
Miss Elizabeth Erchlel, of NewNow, plainly speaking, what we
Looks as though the departure of
Windburn,
second
vice
president
the dope,
port, was the week end guest of Ben Hurst and Hugh McCllntock
mean to say is Just this—fine weath- MARIETTA VIVIAN more or less
Mrs.
R.
M.
Case,
secretary-treasurWhere
-by
enchantment
or
magic,
Virginia and Salem Moody.
will attend "Rhapsody In Black" in
er, snow-capped mountains, burning, changed JOE DENNIS' heart beattne noise now so tragic,
Miss Blllle Wilson wa* in Win- Cincinnati next week.
scorching deserts, sun-basked val- ing sentiments. Do you know that
8IOMA P8I SIGMA
Will change to quaint and calm is
chester last week attending the
leys, or Just plain everyday weather he took THELMA CLARK to the
Miss
Beulah
Mae
Turner
spent
Frances
Blackwell,
president
Z.
T.
her
hope.
tournament and dance.
we have here at Richmond—we're tournament at WINCHESTER
the
week
end
in
Winchester,
guest
Rice,
vice
president
Ben
Adams,
Miss Elizabeth Riddel will be In
out to get all the scandal we can t'other day? CLAY RICHEY, a
secretary-treasurer.
Lucy
Mitchell,
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ray
Klkln.
How much longer will It last?
Irvine for the week end with her
get, so BEWARE.
Tom
Arnold,
Clarence
Ellison,
exparticular friend of JOES, seems to
Nellie
Naylor,
a
member
of
the
Will this crisis e'er go past?
parents.
The reason the basketball squad have a reason for going home so
ecutive committee.
Catherine Cundrlff was In Lex- Freshman Class, was suddenly taken Of courting and talking,
came back from Western looking so often. Of course we couldn't menill Saturday night and was rushed Chewing and walking,
.CADUCEUB CLUB
ington Saturday.
William A. Cheek, president Lor- seedy" was because TURKEY fed tion the girl's name.
Miss Virginia Moody and Miss to the Pattle A. Clay Infirmary Sun- The assistants are passing out fast.
raine Chinn, vice president Tom them a whole bushel of apples.
Mayme Howerton and Messrs. Jack day. The unexpected illness was
What would REBECCA say to
Miracles never cease to happen— BUD ADAMS If she saw him ocBayer and June Forbes were In due to peritonitis. She is now reTo the "hordes" waiting at the Evans, secretary-treasurer.
HERMAN HALE is m love. But It cupying one of the chairs in BURLexington last week to hear the ported as doing nicely under such main desk. By a miserable wretch
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
conditions.
Red Tops at Palalse Royale.
Betty Stewart president Mabel isn't believed HERMAN knows that NAM HALL every evening? LITserving them.
yirtri^ivi, secretary. Virginia Moo- POLLY PRESTON is engaged.
TLE HALE seems to be able to take
Come on thou hordes, come on
Have you heard GEORGE MIL- the girls as they come. He knows
dy, program-chapel committee.
to find out for certain if this man Through pathless realms of space
LER sing "Minnie the Moocher?" when to study and when to do his
FRESHMAN CLASS
of your dreams is an eligible man
Come on!
THELMA WILLOUGHBY said that
Jack Allen, president Dorothy be almost has her hootchle-kooch- visiting. In other words, he doesn't
to get a crush on. If be Is married What though I'm in a sorry case
Dear Miss Mix:
you need no further information What though my feet are mighty Tyng, vice president. Ed Hill, sec- lng when be sings It to her. If let the girls interfere with his being
I am a senior, but this Is the first
retary-treasurer. J. T. Isaacs, Mile- THELMA needs any training along educated. He evidently doesn't take
me. However, if you find him
sore
time I have come to you for advice. from
after his two brothers. Notice we
all set, and ready for a proposal, What though my eyes are dim with stone representative.
this line she should be referred to haven't mentioned LAWRENCE'S
However, I find myself- In such a that is, if he looks on marriage as
SOCIAL
SCIENCE
CLUB
lore
SUE
RANSOM.
predicament that I feel I just must a senior in college should, you had
name.
Robert Guy, president Theodore
have some guidance or I don't know best study up a bit on "The Proper What though I suffer every bore
MATTIE TOLBERT has Been losKELLY WAGERS will surely have
Keith,
vice
president
Annie
Laurie
Never
you
mind
what will happen. Here is the case: Etiquette for a Leap Year Propoing out on her courting since to start applying the law of equaliForsythe, secretary-treasurer.
Come on I (They come on)
Nearly a year ago I got an awful
MARION ROBERTS has been 111, zation If RUTH MILLER stays ill
SENIOR CLASS
crush on a fellow whose name I did sal."
but she has become quite a compe- much longer. You'd think be was
Herschel
McKlnley,
president
If
the
book
you
want
is
out
not know. On Inquiry, and pointing
tent nurse for him.
William
Ramsey,
vice
president
Santa Claus, the way be came to
Eighty
others
wanted
it
no
doubt
him out to a bystander, I was told Dear miss:
GEORGE CARRELL has a terri- BURNAM each evening, loaded
Cecil
Bayers,
secretary.
William
1 have been reeding your letters So come back again
his name and further Information
ble
time
distinguishing
between
Cheek, treasurer. Lorraine Chinn,
with flowers and bags and
was imparted, that is—he was mar- and answers In your'e columb 4 the And we'll do the best that we can Milestone representative. Mary K. PEARL and MAUDE THOMAS. He down
ried. Naturally I was no longer in- last cmuple lshues. can You answer To have it for you the next time Burns, social committee. Jeanne said he had to be careful what he boxes of goodies to entice RUTH
and to tickle her palate. We
terested in more information, and me a ? to yet? i heerd that aparyour'e about.
told them for fear he was talking wouldn't blame RUTH for not being
Stocker, chapel committee.
proceeded to crush my crush, or tlcle frend of mine did die because
to the wrong one.
JUNIOR CLASS
In too big a rush to get up and
rather to try to. Then to my amaze- be Jest didn't heve not eny reashun A student bold, so I've been told
It looks as though DERBERT about
Josh
Cosby,
president
Annie
Lau___
ment a few weeks ago I learned 4 not doing so. He left Me a hole Came up to the desk in a flutter
rie Forsythe, vice president. Betty MERENBLOOM is trying to have
THEODORE KEITH informed
that my informant had been look- lot of muney and aid too me thet i I want that red tome
Stewart, secretary. Ben Hord, treas- his nickname changed from "FEI- the writer the other day that DR.
ing at an entirely different person, shud spend it the best way i know I think it's by Stone . ..
Harold Mullins. cheer leader. OELBTE1N" to O'RILEY or MUR- DONOVAN has at last "taken the
and the man of my dreams bore how i should spend it. my friends "Well, you ought to know," they urer.
Harvey Blanton, chapel program PHY by the looks of the bright bull by the horns." Anyway, MARIE
quite another name! Now I know think I shud take it and go and get
mutter.
committee.
green fedora he has been wearing. REESE got to see the night games
that my crush was not crushed— myself an education, when so meny
MADRIGAL
CLUB
GEORGE GREEN said that every at the tournament In Winchestei
but the problem still remains. I peeple suggested this 1 also thot It There's a librarian by the name of
Mildred Mays, president. Frances time he saw BETTY BAXTER and last week-end
have never seen him with a date. would be a gud idea so i am riting
. Bennett
Blackwell, secretary-treasurer.
RUTH MILLER, he wished he had
We wonder why a sign which
So I fear that the latter part of to esk u abot it. 1 did look in all Who is on the job every minute
Y. W. O. A.
enrolled for astronomical mathe- read "Use only In case of fire," was
the Information after all Is correct. the magazines I cud find and the If about lost books you complain,
Maryfelix Swlnford, president. matics, and studied more about tacked up on MARY EDELErTS
How can I find out? Since he Is a male rder catlogs but nun of them You must quickly refrain
Klrkland, vice president. Su- heavenly bodies.
door the other night Somebody
senior and this being leap year, advertized edumacations. Can and For to the borrowing of books Mabel
anna Cheatham, secretary. Onl RiAny of you people who want to told us that a crazy Joke would do
pleaeeze
dear
miss,
will
you
tell
me
would It be proper for me to "strike
ley, treasurer.
know the 1932 way of lovln' are re- for an explanation.
the best to apply for an educachon, there's a time-limit
up" an acquaintance?
BYEON CLUB
ferred to CURRY HORN and
and how to spend the rest of the
NEWTON OAKS said that LUCY
Anxiously yours,
Betty Jo Boleyn, president. Adoth MAUDE CROSS. Just sit near MICHELL told him that he was all
Our librarian, by the name of Floyd
money, obligingly to yon;
"BEE JAY."
Combs,
vice
president
Dora
Hall,
Like
the
rest
of
us
by
noise
is
anto them at the Madison Theater or wrong about the impression of the
Dear "Bee Jay":
NEWT LEE.
secretary-treasurer.
noyed
watch them in Burnam Hall lobby. 'little hot boy."
The first-thing for you to do is
STUDENT
CHAPEL
COMMITTEE
Be as still as a mouse
RUTH B1NGHAM surely knows
Dear Newt:
E. J. WARMS was a little InsigJean
Stocker,
Lillian
Cox,
Welher psychology. She thinks that by nificant baby.
There are many ways In which to When you're In our house
ford Oalnes, Oarvice Klncaid SueEASTERN
spend your money before you be- Or she'll send you out in the void. anna Cheatham. Oayle Starnes, noticing BEN ASHMORE she'll gain
the favor of DR. DONOVAN. BEN
HOTEL BARBERSHOP
come educated In fact, I have an
Mildred Mayes, J. D. Turley, Vir- is his nephew, you know.
LOST? STRAYED? STOLEN?
that these friends could show
ginia
Moody,
Mollle
Hayes,
Dora
HAIR CUT
t5c idea
If found in a state of somnambuJ. B. ALBRIGHT and Miss
more ways than one to spend
Hancock.
SHAVE
_
15c you
KRICK have quite a love affair. I
your money If you permitted them lance or otherwise—please return to
Y.
M.
C.
A.
TONIC
15c to lay their hands on the inherit- the library:
Fred Folmer, president Newt Lee, Just knew MISS KRICK would
never be an old maid
ance. However, I want to suggest Chambers—Table Etiquette.
FRIDAY
vice president
DOT McKENZIE went to Centre All the Dramatic Genius! ....
that you don't take their advice, but Clodd—Story of the Alphabet.
O
:
listen to what I have to say to you. Dow—Atlas of European History.
the past week-end to be with her Breathless Beauty! . . . comes to
Meet Your Friends At
Of course, I don't charge for my Drury—Book Selection.
sweetheart. We thought BEN HORD fulfillment at last on the talking
advice, but In this case I think you Esenwein—Children's Stories.
was a better man than that.
screen
are going to need more than advice King—Adventures to Religion.
DEAR "ICHABOD" CORNS sure' The NEW POLA NEGRI In
THE
By
LUNA
TICK
to get rid of your money. Write and Gilbert & Sullivan—Patience.
ly has become popular since he came
Dear
Iva
Carr:
"A
WOMAN COMMANDS"
let me know when we can have a Mohler—Teaching Music from Apback with his car. MABEL McMy hero tells me that men shiver KINNEY has been giving him quite
With BASIL RATHBONE
personal Interview, and if I don't
preciative basis.
H. B. Warner
suggest and show you more ways Mohler—Production of 300 Eggers. when they stand before him. Can a rush. MABEL, you'd better go Roland Young
than one to get rid of your money, Sandlford—Educational Psychology. he be that Impressive.
back
to
NEWT
LEE,
he
can
buy
you
SWEET SHOP
Mary Elston
SATURDAY
I won't charge you very much.
Smith—Commerce and Industry.
any kind of a car you want since
...
However, if you should get edu- Americana Encyclopedia v. 14.
CONRAD NAGEL
he inherited that $10,000.
Dear Mary:
Madison Theatre Bldr.
cated before you can arrange for Black—Law Dictionary.
LEAVADIS HOLLIDAY has been Charles Beckford, Evelyn Brent
Nothing Impressive about him, getting
this personal Interview, I think we Lincoln's Library of Essential Inforin
letters from Paris. If EDTASTY SANDWICHES—
dearie. He gives out towels to the DIE MARRINGER knew how she
had better not consider it. I could
mation (new ed.).
"PAGAN
LADY"
not be of aid to an educated man Original Narratives of Early Ameri- gymnasium.
was rushing DICK RICHARDS he
HO MADE CANDIES
1st Chapter
in showing him the best way I
can History, v. 6, 13.
wouldn't be wasting those two-cent
"Battling With Buffalo Bill'
would make us of any Inheritance. American Magazine, August, 1931.
Dear Miss Carr:
stamps. When old flames bob up
Starring
Why
does
Mary
Francis
Shelton
American Mercury, November, 1931.
don't know what will happen.
TOM TYLER
REX BELL
always call me "angel" when I re- you
Golden Book, February, 1932.
MARY EMMA VAUGHN thought
WlUism Desmond
fuse
to
do
something?
Journal of the N. E. A., February,
this when AL CRACE walked away
Marie Domlgan
1931.
from her Saturday night to be with
SUNDAY
• • •
North American Review, February,
LUCY MITCHELL.
"RACING
YOUTH"
Dear
Marie:
1932.
J. D. TURLEY told FRED BALProbably because you're always up
with
We have first-class operators that do all kinds
in the air, and harping about some- LOU that he wouldn't wear a yelSLIM SUMMERvTLLE and
low flower, for he bated to let KENLOUISE FAZENDA
Who's Who At Eastern thing.
of beauty work.
NETH CANFIELD know he was
Jealous.
Dear Iva:
THE MILESTONE
CHARLIE HOOD came here from
Why is Mary Francis Arnold like
W. Oayle Starnes, editor-in-chief.
GEORGETOWN
COLLEGE, per, VISIT THE
Hershel McKinley, business mana- a ball of twine?
haps because he didn't favor "close
Virginia Walters
ger. Fred Folmer, associate editor.
SANITARY BEAUTY
communion."
Be
tactful
In
your
•
•
a
Betty Stewart associate editor
SHOP
approach, girls, and perhaps you
Clifton Dowell, assistant business Dear Virginia:
FOR ALL KINDS OF BEAUTY
MANICURE
50c
Because 3he's all wrapped up in can capture this good looking man.
manager. Harold Mitchell, advertisFirst BILL RAMSEY, then ICHACULTURE
ing manager. J. D. Turley, art edit- herself.
FINGER WAVE
75c
BOD CORNS, and now have you
Phone 103
Mam Street
or.
Bennett
Rose,
art
editor.
ClarMARCELL
75c
noticed MOON MULLENS? Isn't It
ence Ellison, sports editor. Jeanne Dear Miss Carr:
Stocker, sports editor. Odell CampWhat is a hypocrite?
bell, Merton Williams, snapshot ed' Chucx Crowd
• • •
itors. Cecil Boyers, typist. George
Carroll, sales manager. Lorraine Dearest Chuck:
Chinn, assistant sales manager. J.
A hypocrite Is a student that
T. Isaacs, freshman representative. comes to a 7:30 class with a smile
Betty Stewart Junior representa- on his face.
tive. James Bertholf, sophomore
representative. Lorraine Chinn, senior representative.
PHONE 681
SIGMA TAU PI
LELA SPEAKS CAYWOOD
Ross Anderson, president. Herman
Moore, vice president; Christine
2 DOORS BELOW POST OFFICE
Gantley, secretary-treasurer. Mollie
POLO TjrpM - fWBM
Hayes, social committee representative. Mary Frances Bellwood, pro•Mart lUujjh WOOLKNt
gram committee representative.
SIGMA LAMBDA
Florence Hamilton, president. Mabel Williams, vice president Margaret Brock, secretary. Dorothy Ross,
treasurer.
NORTHERN KENTUCKY CLUB
Harold Prim, president; Vivian
Buckshom, vice president Mary
Jane Jackson, secretary-treasurer.
MEN'S GLEE CLUB
J. Harold Hieronymus, president.
William Ramsey, vice president.
Waller B. Thacker, secretary-treasurer. Taylor White, librarian. Joe
Dennis, program committee.
LITTLE THEATER CLUB
Waller. B. Thacker. president.
Harvey Blanton, vice president. Dellah Marie Coates, secretary. Louise
Rutledge, treasurer. Harold Hieronymus, business manager. Z. T.
Rice, stage manager. Irvln Eastin,
sergeant-at-arms. Henry Lutes, elecThe Friendly Five moccasin type
Beat for 12 -tries
trician.
shoe has net increasing favor la
SHOE REPAIR SERVICE COMPLETE
SOPHOMORE CLASS
lor
draws and ap ortl
university centers where stiff forTalmadge Dewitt, president. J. D.
The day of Cobling Shoes has gone.
mality
Is
exchanged
for
tht
lazy
ASM!
what eri •Ml
Turley, vice president Mary Elston,
languor of Info-mal campus garb.
secretary. George Carroll, treasurer.
iffYULF we rebuild them. We use only the best of
COLLEGE CAFETERIA CLUB
■ Five dollars.
Tom Evans, president Mabel WilIX U TT material in oar repair work, and our prices
ON EXHIBITION AT
liams, vice president Willena TolSIZES tor
are in keeping with the time.
bert, secretary.
L*jr-Aw«y Fl
COLLEGE
STORE
CANTERBURY CLUB
MISSES and
Mrs. Mary Forman, president.
A t~i.il dapoa
Waller Thacker, vice president. BetW E APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE.
WOMEN!
flOlfll roar sestet Ion!
ty Jo Boleyn, secretary-treasurer.
Gayle Starnes. program committee.
ELEMENTARY COUNCIL CLUB
Jeane 8tocker, president. Pauline
Pulliam, vice president. Albert W.
Crumbaugh, secretary-treasurer.
FIVE
DOLLARS
Second and Water Street
BAND
Joseph Blunschi, president Wll

Library Limericks

Marjory Mix

MADISON
Theatre

GRAB BAG

CANDY KETTLE

LOOK LIKE THE MAGAZINE
PICTURE OF A COLLEGE GIRL
Permanent Wave
$5.00
$7.50
$8.50

Gloriette

Penney's SPRING STYLES

Beauty Shop

Peppy! NEW!

EASTERN STUDENTS ARE
ALWAYS WELCOMED

*9.90

at

Stockton's Drug Store

•14.75

Bybee Shoe Hospital
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Duguid—Green Hell (Bollva).
PROGRESS
POSTOFFICE
airy for their work on the hardwood for 1931Erskine—Unfinished Business. .
Dear Editors:
Ferber—American Beauty.
32.
It Isn't always the speed of acme
Fisher—The Basque People.
The varsity squad shows a season's record brown-eyed brunette or a blue-eyed
Fisher—The Deeping Stream.
i
Kentucky Stole Teachers College. Richmond, Ky. of 12 victories and 6 defeats, after playing as blonde that endangers the lives of
Forbes—Conflict: Angora- t o Affellow students. I notice It Is someghanistan.
hard a schedule as any group of basketeers in times those senatorial looking pach- Every-column, no matter how pu- Garland—Companions
on the Trail.
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association
trid,
must
have
a
name.
We
dont
♦
the Kentucky division of the S. I. A. A. Two ydermatous osteocephallos who feel like the name Campusology any Glbbs—Chances.
endowed with the absolute privilege
Hoefler—Africa "Speaks.
—.—
Bitered as second-class mall matter at the
better
than
you
do;
as
a
matter
of
of the games scheduled for the past season were of driving their automobiles thru
of Gobi.
we dont like this column any Hyde—Winds
Richmond Postal flee
James—America
and French Culplayed with two of Ohio's strongest teams, Eastern's campus without due re- fact,
gard to the safety of anything or better than you do. But the Eastern
ture.
Progress
had
a
white
elephant
on
Wittenberg
and
Wilmington.
Although
both
anybody.
Perhaps
If
these
would-be
Karsavlna—Theater Street.
Co-Editors..
William Martin, Albert Crumbaugh
speed demons were "somebody" they its hands, the elephant being the La Farge—Sparks Fly Upward.
'Associate Editor
Betty Jo Boleyn games resulted in deefats for the Eastern squad, might at least give the pedestrian plate with Campusology so artistic- Langdon-Davles — Man and His
ally inscribed ail over It In order to
Universe.
Feature Editor
Vivian Buckshorn the boys deserve much credit for the commend- ample warning of their Importance put the plate to work we are writand
necessity
of
their
rushing
to
go
Titans.
Business Manager
*••!*" ■*■ able way in which they handled both of these nowhere. Probably these zephyrites ing a wnlnmn to go with It. Now the Ludwlg—Three
Eastern Progress has on its not-so- Marie—Education of a Princess.
strong
opponents.
Two
other
out
of
conferwish
to
demonstrate
to
the
other
Circulation Managers
Christine Oantley
Masters—Lincoln the Man.
students their unusual ability to clean hands two white elephants—
Mabel Williams ence engagements with Morehead were marked control an automobile that Is trav- the plate and the column. If you Mead—Growing Up in New Guinea.
the Enraptured
by overwhelming victories, but the two out of eling at a terrific rate of speed. think this Is too rank, see the busi- Mlchaud—Emerson,
Staff Cartoonists
«*• D. Turley
Yankee.
ness
manager,
buy
the
plate,
and
Psychology teaches us that peoBennett Rose state games were of more importance. How- ple who are mentally deficient try stop this thing before It goes any Miller—Jugles Preferred.
Polish Heritage of Joever, the Maroons are not to be held to account to Impress the world how expert further. Personally, if we had the Mori—The
Alumni Editor
Lucille Derrick
seph Conrad.
cash, we'd buy it ourselves. Furtherthey
are
at
something
else.
Regardfor contests lost in which they put everything less of how sincere these speed more, if you dont like this country, Morley—Rudolph Amina.
Sponsor
De*n W. Rumbold
Morris—Dlgglns in Yucatan.
they
had into the game as they did in those maniacs might be In showing oth- go back where you came from.
REPORTING STAFF
Pinchot—To the South Seas.
ers
how
to
drive,
they
should
have
opening events.
Oeorge Miller
Betty Baxter.
enough respect for us, who have to We see the Kentucky legislature Pollack—Peggy Eaton: Democracy's
Mistress.
In conference play the Maroons made an walk, to drive at a tow rate of speed has a bill up to tax all unmarried
Estella Heller
Oarvlce Klncald
men $100 per year. We wouldn't be Powell—Beyond the Utmost Purple
when
driving
over
roadways
that
excellent showing. Out of 14 conference are crowded with students.
Rim.
surprised to see this slogan In the
Gibson Prather
Lorraine Ohlnn
near future: "Buy a baby carriage, Roberts—Buried Treasure.
events,
in
which
they
met
every
Kentucky
S.
I.
Pedestrianly yours,
Margaret Conway
Newt Lee
Seitz—The "Also Rans:" Great Men
HERMAN OTTO and spend the difference."
A. A..team except Murray, the Maroons
Who Missed the Presidential
T.niinn Bower
Kellc Rlsner
O
We'd like to tell the Juniors our ..> Goal.
scored
10
victories
to
close
the
season
with
a
PROGRESS POSTOFFICE
Margaret Manning
Annabelle Clary
Tarkington—Mirthful Haven.
choice for a prom queen.
rank of third in the state bracket.
Dear Editor:
Listen, Juniors, what the public Taylor—Borden of Yale.
J. B. Carpenter
Ruth Bingham
New Reference Books
The Little Maroons have also turned in a With full confidence in the stu- wants is something different. You
Mary Elston
"' • Annie Laurie Porsythe
dent body of Eastern and with ap- gave it something different when Davles—Black's Dictionary of Piccommendable
record.
They
did
not
take
antures.
Evabelle Franks
. ..
preciation for the work donie In the you elected Josh Cosby your presiother state championship like their predeces- library by 99 per cent of that group, dent How about a different kind Dyke—Automobile and Gasoline Enprom queen? Let us cast our
gine Encyclopedia.
sors, but they did account for 11 wins out of I am appealing through your paper of
Progress Platform
to the 1 per cent who rob the 99 vote. We want to support that rav- Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences.
16 games played. This placed them high in per cent of the peace and quiet ishing, exotic, flower-like brunette, Living Authors.
Student participation In government.
Harold (Moon) Mullins. For at- Political Handbook of the World.
for study.
'
rank
among the leaders, and gave them a show- needed
Official Freshman Week.
O
Possibly a brief explanation of tendant: Pee Wee Parsons.
ing for the year of which they may be justly some of our difficulties and our
Undergraduate scholarships.
%
The earth's atmosphere does not
ambitions will help us to under- We wonder what kind of a hop extend In appreciable quantities
proud.
Spring vacation during K. E. A.
stand each other and bring about this Sigma Lambda struggle will be. more than 100 miles above the
Coach C. T. Hughes, of the varsity, and a better response.
Extension of fields for specialization.
If half the people to whom bids earth.
many students complain to have been sent, come, they'll be
Coach
Alfred Portwood, of the freshmen, usFirst,
Inauguration of active Journalism department
that they can not study In the dancing out on the steps. Why not
should certainly be allotted a rightful share of library because of the noise in the dance in the big gym?
An active Alumni Association.
rooms. Much of this trouthe compliments on the two teams. These two reading
ble is due to the difference In our The bright saying of the week
men have worked hard with the boys in train- building from the regular class- goes to Harvey Bush. The other day
The Library Also Serves
buildings.
ing them for hardwood competition this season. room
when he asked a girl for a date, and
We have the habit of talking in she, overwhelmed, asked "No foolhallways and on stair- in'?" the Beau Brummel of WinWhen we find ourselves face to face with They have given much time and energy toward corridors,
going to and from classes chester growled, "Leave that to me,
improving the teams as a whole, and toward ways
since it does not disturb anyone. sister, leave that to me."
an efficient service day after day, we are nathabit carries over to our
urally inclined to take that service for granted, each individual player. Coach Hughes and That
building. Here, the situation is difCoach
Portwood
have
worked
sincerely
and
ferent. This building Is so con- And then there was the centre
and to offer no word of praise to those who
who, we understand, had
conscientiously to build up teams of prominence structed that any noise of conver- editor
some very un-Presbyterian views on
make it possible. Such seems to be the situasation
after
you
enter
the
outside
tion regarding Eastern's library with its abun- not for themselves, but for Eastern. At all door carries to all parts of the matrimony.
far more distinctly than it
dance of literary and scientific material, its times their interests have been with the boys building
in other buildings. There are Two things we want understood,
and the school, and any measures taken in dees,
no closed doors for reading rooms, we don't speU anyone's name in
capable staff, and its efficient management.
capital letters, and we don't print
training or during games have only been what consequently any such noise at any student
scandal. Now if something
The Progress, as an occasional reminder of
time disturbs others.
to happen among the faculty
the worthwhile things which exist upon this these men honestly considered to be for the One day last week more than two were
thousand requests were served, not —well. campus, takes pleasure in attempting to impress best.
counting those requests for books
In tribute to the six veteran Maroons who that
were "out" This means work And now, with the English deupon the student body an appreciation of the
and any unnecessary disturbance partment's gnashing of teeth ringare
performing
their
last
acts
on
the
field
of
services which are given by this organization.
lowers the efficiency with which we ing in our ears caused by our sentence structure, we'll say goodbye.
The building, which is really too small for athletic honor for Eastern this year, the Prog- desire to meet your needs.
The library rules are posted on We don't like to confine ourselves Holeproof Hosiery is at durable
ress
desires
to
wish
them
only
the
best
of
luck
the needs for the present student body, is
the bulletin board In the library for merely to this campus. We tried to as it is delicate . . , as high in
and
fortune
in
their
game
of
life.
It
is
ou.
your
perusal. They were made for get off the campus more this time,
opened for use at 7:30 in the morning and conthe night watchman saw us fashion as in quality
and Hi
pleasure to congratulate them as Eastern ath- your protection. The) should be to but
tinues to remain open, with the exception of the
your advantage. Lost books, over- twice.
colors
fit
your
costumes
as
per*
O
due books, books carried out withhalf-hour twilight shut down, for the rest of the letes, and to be grateful to them for the service' out
NEW
BOOKS
TOO
GOOD
fectly
at
the
hosiery
fits
your
foot.
permission, magazines or newswhich they have rendered during their stay on
day until the closing hour of 9 o'clock at night.
papers torn or cut mean that someTO MISS
the campus.
one is not "playing fair" with the
Surely this lengthy session of open house is a
Allan—Gold,
Men and Dogs.
rest of the student body. The lisituation for which the students should be
brary is for you. We want it to be Bacheler & White—The Nun of Ca'
Appreciated Criticism
Frolio.
a place free from cigarette stubs on
thankful. The business-like manner in which
the steps, chewing gum and candy Baker—Constantine the Great.
the staff members go about their duties of
wrappers scattered about on the Baker—Tiberius Caesar.
Recently,
a
leading
young
student
of
the
floor, jumbled card catalog-trays or Baum—Grand Hotel.
checking, obtaining, listing, and arranging the
any such evidence of carelessness. Beck—The Duel of the Queens
campus
remarked
to
us
that
he
had
a
complaint
books and magazines is indeed worth noticing.
(Mary and Elizabeth).
In short, we want it to be the
to lodge against the Progress staff. Upon in- pride of the ninety and nine, a Brooks—A Thread of English Road.
The cooperative attitude with which one meets
Chase & Tyler—Mexico, a Study of
quiry as to the nature of this dissatisfaction with pleasant, tulet place for study.
in seeking help on a difficult problem of reSincerely,
Two Americas.
the policies of the campus publication, we were
MARY
FLOYD,
Coates—The
Outlaw Years.
search and the friendly method of the librarians
Acting Librarian. De la Roche—Finch's Fortune.
informed that no editorial or article ever apO
in quieting disturbances are all features which
Dorsey—Man's Own Show:Civilization.
add to the joy of attending school in the East- pears supporting the platform of the Progress
MEMORIES
Drew—Mary Gladstone: Her Diaries
as stated under the masthead of the editorial
ern State Teachers College.
and Letters.
"On Your Way to Town"
Drinkwater—Pepps, His Life and
Of course there are conditions in this unit page. In particular did the young man deBy MATTIB COPENHARER
Character.
Main at Second
Richmond, Ky.
plore the lack of any support of the first named
which are not all that is to be desired, but it is
There's
a
weather-beaten
cabin,
article of the platform, namely, that of "Stu- In the shadow of the hills,
doubtful if the library staff is responsible for
Where the sun goes down in crimthem. In the study rooms there is the ever- dent Participation in Government."
COME TO
That student is to be commended for his ac- Andson
the plaintive whip-poor-wills,
present crowd—too dense for the promotion of
tion in calling attention to this apparent neglect Keep acalllng from the woodland
individual concentration. There is the long
As they perch mid tangled vine,
of the editoial staff. It is cooperation such as And
the echo of that calling
line waiting to check out books, the lack of a
this that is needed between the student body Makes you sort of ache and pine.
room for the hanging of coats and hats, and
you hear it oft at evening,
perhaps other similar criticisms, probably none and the campus publication. By-way of re- For
THE REXALL STORE
When the twilight tender glow
plying to the criticism let us say that the pres- Seems
*•
to set your heart a Jumping
of which exist due to the fault of the members
ence of these articles in our platform, week ,In a way you'll never know.
of the library staff.
,
for
For unless you are a mountaineer,
There does exist, however, a deplorable con- after week, signifies that we are constantly What does a bird's call mean to
Tasty Sandwiches, Soda Fountain Specials, Sheaffer
dition of which the majority of the student body behind them. The fact that no active writing When you,
the purple shades are falling,
has
been
done
in
support
of
student
government
And the wild rose drips with dew.
Fountain Pens, Stationery, Hollingsworth Candies,
is ignorant as well as innocent. This condi-
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CORRECTNESS

•HOLEPROOF
HOSIERY

$1 to $1.85

Stanifer's

Perry's Drug Store

tion to which we refer is the practice of a few
individuals who have-not counted the cost of
the inconvenience to which they are putting
other people. As may be seen from the list
published elsewhere in this issue this practice is
that of removing books and magazines from the
shelves or stands of the library and failing to
return them at either an early or a later date.
Tins is not only inconvenient, but expensive as
well. The library is forced to order duplicate
copies to replace those that are lost, and the
duplicates often cost much more than the originals. It is to be hoped that in the future this
practice will be discontinued and that there will
be no need of publishing a list of missing books.
Until this time comes, education has failed in
one of its ideals.
The Progress believes that a recognition of
the facts on the campus, good or bad, in whatever department, and the subsequent determination of the student body to modify the present conditions, will finally result in a greater
EASTERN.
A Worthy Record
Now that the basketball season is drawing
to a close and Eastern's two squads have completed their season's play, the Progress wishes
to compliment both the freshmen and the var-

is due to the belief that the students at Eastern
are not concerned with student government, do
not care about it on way or another, and have
shown little or no opinion on the question.
This paper as"an organ of student activities
should naturally reflect only the sentiments of
the student body. The recent criticism shows
there is at least one student who is awake to
the needs of Eastern. If there are others, let
us hear from them. We may have neglected
the platform in the past, but if the students and
supervision are favorable to the issues that concern students in general, we shall endeavor to
reflect that sentiment.

But to one bred in the mountains
It is like a word from home,
When you're far from those environments
That you once knew as your own
It is like a tender message
From the lips of one you love.
For you seem to see the Blue Ridge
With its spangled stars above.
There's a silver moon that's drifting
High above the towering trees;
There's a scent of wild roses
On each little evening breeze;
There's a trail beneath the moonlight
One you never can forget,
And that old trail's getting lonesome
For an old familiar step.
There's a little mountain lover,
Where the blushing roses cling,
GLEANINGS
Who's been waiting thru the summers,
A real college man is one who catches the
Thru the winters and the spring.
true spirit of the school he attends, who be- And his faith has never faltered.
comes vitally interested in everything that goes And the love is Just as true;
When the whip-poor-wills were canon about him, who spends the happiest days of
ing,
his life on the campus of his Alma Mater.— As he bade farewell to you.
So no wonder then the echoes
University of Dayton Ncv>s.
Seem to set your heart a thrill.
Call to mind the ties so binding
The Daily Northwestern has editorially en- Bind you now and always will
you're longing for the cabin,
dorsed the movement started in eastern univer- For
For the trail down td the spring
sities to encourage student "vagabonding." For the sweetheart that is waiting
roses cling.
Lectures of general interest in all departments, Where the blushing
Owill be listed twice weekly and the doors There are two octagonal houses in
Indiana remaining from a mild popopened to any student, regardless of whether ularity
for that type of house early
in the nineteenth century.
he is enrolled for the course.

.

Dorothy Gray, Cora Nome and Elizabeth Arden Toilet
Articles.
We Cash Checks and Wrap Parcels for you with a Smile

CUT FLOWERS AND BLOOMING
PLANTS
Richmond
Our Special—
Green Houses
Corsages for Dances at
Reasonable Rates

JOHN P. REICHSPFARR
Phone 188
Rosedale

H. M. WHITTINGTON
JEWELER
GIFTS THAT LAST
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Done
Phone 756
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Ham Ramsey, vice president Jack
awful bow these contagious things
Hamilton, librarian. Oanrice Kinwill go around? The three "Mustcald and Arthur Bowles, with other
get theirs" belonging to "THE WTMofficers, executive committee.
MEN HATERS' CLUB," and then all
ALPHA ZETA KAPPA
taking a turn in that direction at
Andrew Holbrook, president Oarthe same time. Looks as though
Misses Hlllyer, Adams, Hauser
Miss Irene Horton entertained
As
we
trip
gaily
over
the
campus
vice Kincald, vice president Mattie
they might all be afraid of this hunand Awe Fowler spent Saturday in with bridge at her home in Irvine
Tolbert. secretary-treasurer. Lillian these sweet, dear, balmy days, and dred dollar tax on every unmarried
Lexington.
Saturday night Those present inview the surrouncUng beauty that so man, at least that's the reason BILL
Cox, parliamentarian.
Miss Hazel Evans was In Win- cluded Catherine Oundlff, Evelyn
nicely matches the weather, we very RAMSEY gave for bis dropping out
chester last week attending the Broaddus, Lora Hatcher, Ben Har- There's a Library-assistant named
RURAL EDUCATION CLUB
tournament.
"
rison, Roger Warmouth, Owen DurPope
-- - J. A. Hamhlln, president; Charles demurely glance hither and yon try- of the aforementioned club. As
Miss Elizabeth Erchiel, of New- ham and A\ex Hieronymous.
Who wants some one to give her Lawhorn, first vice president Earl ing to catch some scandal unawares. BILL Would say, "Oh, ICKYP
port, was the week end guest of
Wlndburn, second vice president Now, plainly speaking, what we
the dope.
Looks as though the departure of
Ben Hurst and Hugh McCllntock
Mrs. R. M. Case, secretary-treasur- mean to say Is just this—fine weath- MARIETTA VIVIAN more or lew
Virginia and Salem Moody.
Where
by
enchantment
or
magic,
will
attend
"Rhapsody
in
Black"
in
er, snow-capped mountains, burning, changed JOE DENNIS' heart beater.
Miss Billle Wilson was in Winthe noise now so tragic,
scorching deserts, sun-basked val- ing sentiments. Do you know that
chester last week attending the Cincinnati next week.
8IOMA PSI SIGMA
Will change to quaint and calm is
Miss Beulah Mae Turner spent
Frances Blackwell, president Z. T. leys, or just plain everyday weather be took THELMA CLARK to the
tournament and dance.
her hope.
Miss Elizabeth Riddel will be in the week end in Winchester, guest
Rice, vice president Ben Adams, we have here at "Richmond—we're tournament at WINCHESTER
secretary-treasurer. Lucy Mitchell, out to get all the scandal we can t'other day? CLAY RIOHEY, a
Irvine for the week end with her of Mr. and Mrs. Ray mHn
How much longer will it last?
Nellie Naylor, a member of the Will this crisis e'er go past?
Tom Arnold, Clarence Ellison, ex- get, so BEWARE.
parents.
particular friend of JOE'S, seems to
ecutive committee.
The reason the basketball squad have a reason for going home so
Catherine Cundrif f was in Lex- Freshman Class, was suddenly taken Of courting and talking,
ington Saturday.
ill Saturday night and was rushed Chewing and walking,
came back from Western looking so often. Of course we couldn't menCADUCEU8 CLUB
Miss Virginia Moody and Miss to the Pattle A. Clay Infirmary Sun- The assistants are passing out fast William A Cheek, president. Lor- "seedy" was because TURKEY fed tion the girl's name.
Mayme Howerton and Messrs. Jack day. The unexpected Illness was
raine Chinn. vice president Tom them a whole bushel of apples.
What would REBECCA say to
Bayer and June Forbes were in due to peritonitis. She Is now reKUracles never cease to happen— BUD ADAMS if she saw himocTo the "hordes" waiting at the Evans, secretary-treasurer.
Lexington last week to hear the ported as doing nicely under such main desk. By a miserable wretch
HERMAN HALE is in love. But It cupying one of the chairs In BURHOME ECONOMICS CLUB
Red Tops at Palalse Royale.
conditions.
•
Betty Stewart president Mabel isn't believed HERMAN knows that NAM HALL every evening? LITserving them.
Kirkland, secretary. Virginia Moo- POLLY PRESTON Is engaged.
Come on thou hordes, come on
HALE seems to be able to take
Have you heard GEORGE MIL- TLE
dy, program-chapel committee.
to find out for certain if this man Through pathless realms of space
the girls as they come. He knows
LER,
sing
"Minnie
the
Moocher?"
of your dreams is an eligible man
Come on!
FRESHMAN CLASS
when to study and when to do his
to get a crush on. If he is married What though I'm in a sorry case
Jack Allen, president Dorothy THELMA WILLOUGHBY said that visiting. In other words, he doesn't
Dear Miss Mix:
be almost has her hootchle-koochI am a senior, but this is the first you need no further Information What though my feet are mighty Tyng, vice president. Ed Hill, sec- ing when be sings It to her. If let the girls Interfere with his being
from
me.
However,
if
you
find
him
retary-treasurer.
J.
T.
Isaacs,
Mileeducated. He evidently doesn't take
sore
time I have come to you for advice.
THELMA needs any training along after his two brothers. Notice we
However, I find myself In such a all set, and ready for a proposal, What though my eyes are dim with stone representative.
this
line
she
should
be
referred
to
haven't mentioned LAWRENCE'S
lore
SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB
predicament that I feel I Just must that is, if he looks on marriage as
SUE RANSOM.
name.
Robert Guy, president Theodore
have some guidance or I don't know a senior in college should, you had What though I suffer every bore
MATTIE TOLBERT has been losNever you mind
Keith, vice president Annie Laurie
what will happen. Here is the case: best study up a bit on "The Proper
KELLY WAOERS will surely have
Etiquette
for
a
Leap
Year
Propoing out on her courting since to start applying the law of equaliCome on! (They come on)
Foreythe, secretary-treasurer.
Nearly a year ago I got an awful
MARION ROBERTS has been ill, zation if RUTH MILLER stays ill
SENIOR CLASS
crush on a fellow whose name I did sal."
Herschel McKlnley, president. but she has become quite a compe- much longer. You'd think he was
not know. On inquiry, and pointing
If the book you want is out
William Ramsey, vice president tent nurse for him,
him out to a bystander, I was told Dear miss:
Eighty others wanted it no doubt
Santa Claus, the way he came to
GEORGE CARRELL has a terri- BURNAM each evening, loaded
Cecil Boyers, secretary. William
his name and further Information
1 have been reeding your letters So come back again
ble
time
distinguishing
between
was imparted,' that is—he was mar- and answers in your'e columb 4 the And we'll do the best that we can Cheek, treasurer. Lorraine Chinn,
down with flowers and bags and
ried. Naturally I was no longer In- last cmuple lshues. can You answer To have it for you the next time Milestone representative. Mary K. PEARL and MAUDE THOMAS. He boxes of goodies to entice RUTH
Burns, social committee. Jeanne said he had to be careful what he and to tickle her palate. We
terested in more information, and me a ? to yet? 1 heerd that aparyour'e about.
told them for fear he was talking wouldn't blame RUTH for not being
Stocker, chapel committee.
proceeded to crush my crush or tlcle frend of mine did die because
to the wrong one.
JUNIOR CLASS
rather to try to. Then to my amaze- he Jest didn't neve not eny reashun A student bold, so I've been told
in too big a rush to get up and
Josh Cosby, president Annie LauIt looks as though DERBERT about.
ment a few weeks ago I learned 4 not doing so. He left Me a hole Came up to the desk in a flutter
rie Forsythe, vice president Betty MERENBLOOM is trying to have
that my informant had been look- lot of muney and sld too me thet 1 I want that red tome
THEODORE KEITH informed
Stewart, secretary. Ben Herd, treas- his nickname changed from "FEI- the writer the other day that DR.
ing at an entirely different person, shud spend it the best way 1 know I think it's by Stone ...
and the man of my dreams bore how i should spend it my friends "Well, you ought to know," they urer. Harold Mulllns, cheer leader. GELSTEIN" to O'RTLEY or MUR- DONOVAN has at last "taken the
Harvey Blanton, chapel program PHY by the looks of the bright bull by the horns." Anyway, MARIE
quite another name! Now I know think I shud take it and go and get
mutter.
committee.
that my crush was not crushed— myself an education, when so meny
green fedora he has been wearing. REESE got to see the night games
MADRIGAL CLUB
but the problem still remains. I peeple suggested this 1 also thot it
GEORGE GREEN said that every at the tournament in Wlnchestei
There's
a
librarian
by
the
name
of
Mildred
Mays,
president.
Frances
have never seen him with a date. would be a gud idea so 1 am riting
time he saw BETTY BAXTER and last week-end.
l
Bennett
'
•
Blackwell, secretary-treasurer.
So I fear that the latter part of to esk u abot it 1 did look In all
RUTH MILLER, he wished he had
We wonder why a sign which
Y. W. O. A.
the information after all isJcorrect. the magazines I cud find and the Who is on the Job every minute
enrolled for astronomical mathe- read, "Use only in case of fire," was
If
about
lost
books
y.ou
complain.
Maryfelix Swinford, president. matics, and studied more about
How can I find out? SlncCTie is a male rder catlogs but nun of them
tacked up on MARY EDELENS
Mabel Kirkland, vice president. 8u- heavenly bodies.
senior and this being leap year, advertized edumacations. Can and You must quickly refrain
door the other night Somebody
would It be proper for me to "strike pleaeeze dear miss, will you tell me For to the borrowing of books anna Cheatham, secretary. Oni RiAny of you people who want to told us that a crazy joke would do
there's
a
time-limit
ley,
treasurer.
up" an acquaintance?
the best to apply for an educachon,
know the 1932 way of lovin' are re- foe an explanation.
BYEON CLUB
Anxiously yours,
and how to spend the rest of the
ferred to CURRY HORN and
NEWTON OAKS said that LUCY
Our librarian, by the name of Floyd Betty Jo Boleyn. president. Adoth MAUDE CROSS. Just sit near
"BEE JAY."
money, obligingly to you;
MICHELL told him that he was all
Like
the
rest
of
us
by
noise
is
anCombs,
vice
president
Dora
Hall,
Dear "Bee Jay":
NEWT LEE.
to them at the Madison Theater or wrong about the Impression of the
secretary-treasurer.
noyed
The first thing for you to do is
watch them in Burnam Hall lobby. "little hot boy."
STUDENT CHAPEL COMMITTEE
Be as still as a mouse
Dear Newt:
RUTH B1NGHAM surely knows
E. J. WARMS was a little insigJean Stocker, Lillian Cox, Wel- her psychology. She thinks that by
There are many ways In which to When you're in our house
nificant baby.
EASTERN
ford
Galnes,
Garvlce
Kincald,
Suespend your money before you be- Or she'll send you out In the void.
BEN ASHMORE she'll gain
anna Cheatham, Gayle Starnes, noticing
HOTEL BARBERSHOP
come educated. In fact I have ah
the favor of DR. DONOVAN. BEN
LOST? STRAYED? STOLEN? Mildred Mayes, J. D. Turley, Vir- Is his nephew, you know.'
idea
that
these
friends
could
show
HATB CUT
15c
If found in a state of somnambu- ginia Moody, Mollle Hayes, Dora
J. B. ALBRIGHT and Miss
SHAVE
_ 15c you more ways than one to spend
lance
or otherwise—please return to Hancock.
your
money
If
you
permitted
them
KRICK have quite a love affair. I
TONIC
15c
Y.
M.
O.
A.
to lay their hands on the inherit- the library:
Fred Folmer, president Newt Lee, just knew MISS KRICK would
ance. However, I want to suggest Chambers—Table Etiquette.
never be an old maid.
vice
president
FRIDAY
that you don't take their advice, but Clodd—Story of the Alphabet.
DOT McKENZlE went to Centre All the Dramatic Oenlusl
O
listen to what I have to say to you. Dow—Atlas of European History.
the past week-end to be with her Breathless Beauty! . . . comes to
Meet Your Friends At
Of course, I'•don't charge for my Drury—Book Selection.
sweetheart. We thought BEN HORD fulfillment at last on the talking
advice, but in this case I think you Esenweln—Children's Stories.
was a better man than that.
are going to need more than advice King—Adventures in Religion.
THE
DEAR "ICHABOD' CORNS sure- screen
By
LUNA
TICK
' The NEW POLA NEORI In
to get rid of your money. Write and Gilbert & Sullivan—Patience.
ly
has become popular since he came
M
let me know when we can have a Mohler—Teaching Music from Ap- Dear Iva Carr:
A WOMAN COMMANDS"
back
with
his
car.
MABEL
McMy hero tells me that men shiver
personal interview, and if I don't
preciative basis.
With BASIL RATHBONE
KINNEY
has
been
giving
him
quite
suggest and show you more ways Mohler—Production of 300 Eggers. when they stand before him. Can
H. B. Warner
a rush. MABEL, you'd better go Roland Young
than
one
to
get
rid
of
your
money,
he
be
that
impressive.
Sandiford—Educational Psychology.
SWEET SHOP
back
to
NEWT
LEE,
he
can
buy
you
I won't charge you very much.
Mary Elston
Smith—Commerce and Industry.
SATURDAY
any kind of a car you want since
...
However, if you should get edu- Americana Encyclopedia v. 14.
he
inherited
that
$10,000.
CONRAD
NAOBL
Madison Theatre Bldg.
cated before you can arrange for Black—Law Dictionary.
Dear Mary:
■"**>
Charles Beckford, Evelyn Brent
LEAVADI8 HOLLIDAY has been
this personal interview, I think we Lincoln's Library of Essential InforNothing impressive about him,
TA8TY SANDWICHES—
had better not consider it I could
dearie. He gives out towels in the getting letters from Paris. If EDmation (new ed.).
DIE MARRINGER knew how she
not
be
of
aid
to
an
educated
man
"PAGAN LADY*
HO MADE CANDIES
Original Narratives of Early Ameri- gymnasium.
was rushing DICK RICHARDS he
hi showing him the best way I
1st Chapter
can History, v. 6, 13.
wouldn't be wasting those two-cent
would make us of any inheritance. American Magazine, August, 1031.
"Battling With Buffalo BUI'
Dear Miss Carr:
Starring
Why does Mary Francis Shelton stamps.- When old flames bob up
American Mercury, November, 1031.
TOM TYLER
REX BELL
always
call me "angel" when I re- you don't know what will happen.
Golden Book, February, 1032.
MARY EMMA VAUGHN thought
William Desmond
Journal of the N. E. A., February, fuse to do something?
this when AL CRACE walked away
Marie Domigan
1031.
from her Saturday night to be with
• • •
SUNDAY
North American Review, February,
LUCY MITCHELL.
Dear
Marie:
"RACING YOUTH"
1032.
J.
D.
TURLEY
told
FRED
BALProbably because you're always up
with
We have first-class operators that do all kinds
In the air, and harping about some- LOU that he wouldn't wear a yelSLIM SUMMERVILLE and
of beauty work.
low flower, for he hated to let IfHrf
Who's Who At Eastern thing.
LOUISE FAZENDA
NETH CANFIELD know he was
jealous.
„ THE MILESTONE
Dear Iva:
CHARLIE HOOD came here from
Why is Mary Francis Arnold like
W. Oayle Starnes, editor-ln-chlef.
GEORGETOWN COLLEGE, perHershel McKlnley, business mana- a ball of twine?
VISIT THE '
haps because he didn't favor "close
ger. Fred Folmer, associate editor.
Virginia Walters
SANITARY
BEAUTY
communion."
Be
tactful
In
your
•
•
•
Betty Stewart, associate editor
approach,
girls,
and
perhaps
you
SHOP
Clifton Dowell, assistant business Dear Virginia:
MANICURE
50c
FOR ALL KINDS OF BEAUTY
manager. Harold Mitchell, advertisBecause she's all wrapped up In can capture this good looking man.
FINGER WAVE
75c
First BILL RAM8EY, then ICHACULTURE
ing manager. J. D. Turley, art edit- herself.
BOD CORNS, and now have you
Phone 103
Main Street
or, Bennett Rose, art editor. ClarMARCELL
...^
75c
noticed MOON MULLENS? Isn't It
ence Ellison, sports editor. Jeanne Dear Miss Carr:
r
Stocker, sports editor. Odell CampWhat Is a hypocrite?
bell, Merton Williams, snapshot edChuca Crowel
itors. Cecil Boyers, typist. George
• • •
Carroll, sales manager. Lorraine Dearest Chuck:
Chinn, assistant sales manager. J. A hypocrite is a student that
T. Isaacs, freshman representative. comes to a 7:30 class with a smile
Betty Stewart, Junior representa- on his face.
tive. James Bertholf, sophomore
representative. Lorraine Chinn, senior representative.
» , .
PHONE 681
SIOMA TAU PI
»
LELA SPEAKS CAYWOOD
Ross Anderson, president Herman
Moore, vice president; Christine
* DOORS BELOW POST OFFICE
Oantley, secretary-treasurer. Mollle
Hayes, social committee representative. Mary Frances Bellwood, program committee representative.
SIOMA LAMBDA
Florence Hamilton, president. Mabel Williams, vice president. Margaret Brock, secretary. Dorothy Ross,
treasurer.
NORTHERN KENTUCKY CLUB
Harold Prim, president; Vivian
Buckshorn, vice president. Mary
Jane Jackson, secretary-treasurer.
MEN'S GLEE CLUB
J. Harold Hleronymus, president.
William Ramsey, vice president.
Waller B. Thacker, secretary-treasurer. Taylor White, librarian. Joe
Dennis, program committee.
LITTLE THEATER CLUB
Waller B. Thacker, president.
Harvey Blanton, vice president. Dellah Marie Coates, secretary. Louise
Rutledge, treasurer. Harold Hleronymus, business manager. Z. T.
Rice, stage manager. Irvln Eastln,
sergeant-at-arms. Henry Lutes, elecThe Friendly Flvt moccaiin type
trician.
Best for tt rtyfoa
SHOE REPAIR SERVICE COMPLETE
shoe hai Met Incraaiing favor la
SOPHOMORE CLASS *"
tor dress «
I
anivenity canters where (tiff forTalmadge Dewitt, president. J. D.
The day of Cobling Shoes has gone.
mality it exchanged for the Uiy
Turley, vice president. Mary Elston,
what
secretary. Osjprge Carroll, treasurer.
languor of Info-mal campus garb.
MAW we rebuild them. We use only the best of
COLLEGE CAFETERIA CLUB
Five dollars.
11U fY material in our repair work, and our prices , Tom Evans, president Mabel Wilnams, vice president Willena TolON EXHIBITION AT
•
SIZES for
arc in keeping with the time.
bert secretary.
COLLEGE STORE
CANTERBURY CLUB
MISSES and
Mrs. Mary Forman, president.
W E APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE.
Waller Thacker, vice president BetWOMEN!
ty Jo Boleyn, secretary-treasurer.
Gayle Starnes. program committee.
*& ELEMENTARY COUNCIL CLUB
; Jeane Stocker. president. Pauline
Pulllam, vice president. Albert W.
Crumbaugh, secretary-treasurer.
FIVE DOLLARS
BAND
Blunschl, president Wll-

Library Limericks

Marjory Mix

MADISON
Theatre

**■

GRAB BAG

CANDY KETTLE

LOOK LIKE THE MAGAZINE
PICTURE OF A COLLEGE GIRL
Permanent Wave
$5.00
$7.50
$8.50

Gloriette

Penney's SPRING STYLES

Beauty Shop

Peppy! NEW!
V

■A

POLOTfX-

EASTERN STUDENTS ARE
ALWAYS WELCOMED

*9.90

at

Stockton's Drug Store

•14.75

Bybee Shoe Hospital

Bybee Shoe Hospital

•~m

E.V. ELDER

FRIENDLY FIVE SHOES

J. C. Penney Co.zry*
■■■■

■

:■:

.
/

\ ■

EASTERN PROGRESS

Dispose of Centre and Berea
But Are Defeated in
Finals by Score
of 36 to 27
SCORE

TIED

AT

HALF

For the first time In the history
of the K.I.A.C. basketball tourney,
held annually on the campus of
Kentucky Wesleyan College In the
Spencer gymnasium Winchester,
the Eastern Maroons and tho Westem Hllltoppers battled for ihe title
in the championship contest of the
classic. Coach Ed Diddle's quintette
pulled the lucky number out of the
hat last Saturday night after an
epochal contest with the Maroons,
which closed this year's state meet
and gave the Hilltoppers the gold
basketball by virtue of a 36 to 27
win over Eastern that was obtained
in the last two minutes of playing
tune.
Coach Hughes' Maroon squad,
with five veterans saying good-bye
to the college hardwood, capped
their already successful net season
with runner-up honors to mark
their first appearance as contenders for the cup at Winchester since
the orlfkwtff the tourney in 1926.
Each year previously Eastern has
suffered an ill turn of fate, and has
been eliminated in the first rounds
by one of the underdogs. This year
the Maroons fought it out to a climax, taking a cup for second best
team in the state and placing Zelda
Hale as guard on the all-tournament five.
Drawing the Centre Colonels for
their first contest Thursday afternoon, the Maroons easily disposed
of them, 43 to 15 to break all scoring records for the meet, and the
greatest winning margin between
any two teams In the meet since its
Inauguration. This margin of 28
points surprassed the old record of
Wesleyan over Ogden College, of
Bowling Oreen, in 1026, when the
Panthers won 45 to 21.
In the semi-finals Friday afternoon the Maroons met the Berea
Mountaineers, last year's title holders, and after a close contest, in
which Berea went into a lead Immediately after the opening of the
second half, but the Maroons pulled
away in the last four minutes to
win 36 to 28. At the half the score
was 20 to 18 In Eastern's favor. As
the second half opened Sharpton
tied the count and Berea soon had
a three point lead, Its first of the
contest. Herman Hale knotted the
score and gave Eastern Its chance
to hit its regular stride and the
Maroons went from there on into
the final decision.
Saturday night's battle was what
fans and sports writers expect when
the Maroons and Hllltoppers meet
It was a contest which was more
than a nip and tuck affair. The
two teams rode neck and neck thruout the game and neither could
gain any appreciable advantage) over
the other. Winning that final contest was a matter of which team
could stand the gaff the longest under pressure of the fast pace set
thruout the contest.
Eastern went Into the lead in the
early part of the game, but the Hllltoppers stayed close on the Maroons' heels, and the half closed

COMINGUP!

ALL-KENTUCKY
NET QUINTET

MAROON QUINT
LOSES FINAL
TO WESTERN

Eastern Progress Picks AllStar Basketball Teams
for Season

Eastern Defeated by Millsaps
46 to 32 in S. I. A. A.
Contest

ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM

MURRAY BEAT WESTERN

At the Winchester basketball
tourney last week-end, Lieutenant
Governor "Happy" Chandler awarded trophies to players of an AllTournament team selected by
coaches and sports writers of the
state. Since this team was selected
mainly on tournament records, the
Eastern Progress has sought to
make a choice of an All-K. L A. C.
team, with an accompaning second
team; based on seasonal records.
Some of the players chosen by the
Progress appear m the All-Tournament selection also, but these players have been outstanding during
the 1931-32 basketball season as
well as In the big wind-up at Winchester.
The two All-K. L A. C. teams as
selected by the Eastern Progress are
as follows:
First Team
Lawrence (Western) Forward
H. Hale (Eastern)
Forward
Evans (Berea)
_
Center
Z. Hale (Eastern)
Guard
Bravard (Centre)
Guard
Second Team
Lancaster (Oeo'twn.) Forward
Feeback (Eastern)
Forward
Hobbs' (Western)
Center
Bott (Louisville)
Guard
Sharpton (Berea)
Guard
For comparison the All-Tournament team as picked at Winchester,
Is as follows:
Lawrence (Western)
Forward
Denton (Wesleyan)
Forward
Hobbs (Western)
Center
. HERMAN HALE
Z. Hale (Eastern)
Guard
Here is one of the speediest and Sharpton (Berea)
Guard
best all-around forwards ever to
hold down a Maroon basketball uniform. Herman Hale has been a
triple threat on the hardwood to
every foe that Eastern has met since
By FEATHER
he first came down here from Oarr
In
Spencer
gym—in Winchester
Creek with his two brothers and
Ben Adams of that famous high ...Saturday night.... looks like
don't see
school quintet which accompanied there might be a crowd
Ashland thru the national Cham- much betting that's funny....alpionship at Chicago back in 1928. most always betting at a tournaHerman will graduate in June this ment—wonder who the favorite
year with his brothers, Lawrence is?—this place is filling up....
and Zelda, Ben Adams and BUI gosh, there's the Western team
Melton, all ol whom have been out- they sure look big some drunk
standing athletes, on the Eastern over here wants to bet on Western
guess
hardwood. Herman is the boy who —now he's quited down
led the Maroon scoring in the tour- somebody took him this gym Is
ney at Winchester last week when bigger than it looks....look, there
Eastern went runners-up with the comes the band....you know, they
Western Hilltoppers. He scored 26 say Eastern has never lost a game
hope
points for the Maroons during the when the band was there
that still holds good....what's all
course of tournament play.
the yelling for?....there comes the
Eastern team....there's Melton....
16 all. Toward the last of the sec- Zelda Hale....the little fellow who
ond half Western gained a four- Just shot that one is Herman Hale
point lead and then took to long —yes, lady, he's from Carr Creek
shots, since it was almost impossi- ... .you didn't think the Carr Creek
ble to penetrate the Eastern de- boys had any suits—yes, mam, the
fense. The Maroons began to show state furnishes them suits... .there's
signs of a sharp retaliation after a Hughes—he don't look worried
goal by McDanlel In the last two well, confidence means a whole lot
minutes, but shots would not con- ....no, mister, I don't want to bet
nect, and Western hit a scoring on
Eastern..I would If I had the
spree that ran their final score to money...
.certainly I think they will
36 to 27 as the gun cracked.
ther's Mohney who's the
Lineups and summaries of East- win
other official? ....Woodward?....
ern's tournament games follow:
never heard of him... .now the band
THURSDAY, FEB. U
Is playing—captains are shaking
EaiUrn (41)
Pi*.
(If) Ccntr*
H. Hal. (10)
F_.
.. (») GanMtt hands—there goes the whistle
Feeback (7)
F,.".. (2) Hawthorn. there they go....gosh, they are.
B. Adams (8)
C
(1) Tnrnay starting fast....yes, lady, that was
Z. Hal* (2)
a
(7) Bravard

JACKSON, Miss.. March 3.—Only
one of the four Kentucky teams
survived the second round of play
in the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association's basketball tournament in progress here.
The Murray Teachers, undefeated
in S. L A. A. circles during the season, alone remained today to attempt to bring the title to Kentucky.
Murray defeated Western Teachers,
40 to 27, in the second round; Eastern lost to Millsaps, 46 to 32; Mississippi College whipped the University of Louisville, 35 to 19.
Murray plays Millsaps tonight at
8 o'clock and t^miainna. Normal
plays Mississippi College an hour
later In the semi-finals.
In the Eastern-MlUsaps game the
victors took an early lead and were
ahead by five points at the half.
The Maroons from Kentucky could
never overtake the Millsaps five,
which won going away. Herman
Hale was the only Maroon able to
score with regularity and he accounted for seven field goals and
two foul shots for exactly half of
Eastern's points.
Willard Bagwell, Murray's star,
scored 23 points against Western,
making ten field goals and three
foul shots. The Western guards
were entirely unable to handle the
former Heath star.
The Eastern team left today to
return to Richmond The lineup
C«X/AW6MI
and summary of the Eastern game.
A6OW«KSA
Millsaps (46) Pcs. Eastern (32)
Richardson (2>.F
H. Hale (16)
AE IUAC MARRIED Fee. i To
l0STA»0Tl«eLEA\JWGUUMCAJ Tr* BASEBAUDavis (13
P
Melton
«iiss Dttomy vuasEi.,yaw&itAWrs STAR.
Lane (9)
C....B. Adams (2)
OrWaUAjrry fRese*rreo
Copyright, 19S2, by Central Pre*
Stonestreet (6).0
Z. Hale (4)
«T8Ct*>
3tone (6)..
Q...McDanlel (4)
Substitutes: Millsaps — Passeau
Hale
you didn't think these Carr Colby, Kansas, has the distinction (10; Eastern—Madden (6).
Creek boys missed—well everybody of being the only town in the United
O
makes mistakes, lady
that's why
where no local tax was levied The westernmost point of the
they put rubber mats under spit- States
in 1928 and 1929.
United States is Cape Alava, Wash.
toons
guess that will hold her
look at that
unconscious, that
One-Hand Lawrence
he's either
lucky or good....yes, lady, that's
the score „ board
half?
already?
let's go smoke
the
score Is tied....boy, look at that
YOU are invited to call at our Store during
girl....do you know her gosh,
look at her smile—how does a big
ugly guy like that rate her let's
Courtesy Week
get our seats
now, let's get away
from that woman that keeps asking questions
over there by
March seventh to twelfth inclusive
Moon.... there they go come on,
fellows
oh my Aunt, there's that
Lawrence again—yes, mister, I
and receive without charge a Delightful Dorothy
know he Is good hey! down in
front
those guys can't keep up
with that pace one of them is
Perkins Facial &iven by an Expert Beauty
bound to crack—there goes McDanlel—nice game, Adams
Specialist in our own private Booth
good old Ben—stout fella well,
give'-us some action
there is a
good show in Richmond tonight
Expert advice on your Personal Beauty Problems
oh, gosh, there goes Lawrence again
....glad I didn't bet
there's the
gun
the crowd is leaving—no
Phone for Appointment
they're not—Happy Chandler is
going to present the trophies
yeah, he used to be an athlete
Owen McKee
I've seen him play—Did you know
State got beat today?
One point
... .well, that's over
wish the big
cup was ours—Let's Go Home.

IT SEEMS TO ME-

Madden (IK)
G
(2) Tenikat
Substitutes: Eastern—Melton, MoDanlal
(4) Dowall (S), O. Adams, Hord. Cantxajones, Meek.
FRIDAY, FKB. M
Eastern (S«>
FOB.
(IS) B«sa
H. Hale (8)
F—
(•) Oardtaar
Feeback (I)
F.
(I) Oornbs
a Adams (1)
0
(♦) Brui
/,. Hals (10)
_-(!._
(11) StauptOb
Madden (2)
O
(2) Bennett
Substitutes:
Bsrsa—Hatsher, Arranta.
Eastern- Dowel I, Melton (2).G. Adams.
SATURDAY, FEB. 17
Western (IS)
Fas
(IT) Eastern
1-awronce (14)
F
(8) H. Bale
Bryant (1)
V . ,
(•} "
Hobbs (2)
C
(8) B.
Broderick (10)
"
(1)
Jolinson (2)
G
(9) Z. Hale
Substitutes:
Western — MoGown
(7).
Eastern- McDanlel. G. Adams.
HIGHEST SCORERS IN TOURNEY
Herman Hula. 26; Zelda Hals, 21; Orville Foeback. 19.

I1 U

:

—and only

19.75
Here's the spirit of youth in
new college model* I Once you
■M than, try one on, feel the
fabrics.. . well, you'll have no
extent

J. C Penney Co.

By trouncing the Morehead
Eagles by a count of 40-26, Eastern's
varsity basketters finished their
1931-32 net season on the Morehead
hardwood Friday night, Feb. 19. The
closing victory gave the Maroons a
record for the season of 12 wins and
six losses.
Coach Hughes again used a second string lineup against the Eagles
and sent his Maroons to another
runaway contest in which they led
by a safe margin thruout. In the
last few minutes of play two of the
Hale boys, who were making their
last appearance with the Maroons,
were sent Into the game.
Feeback led the Maroon scoring
with 16 points, and McDanlel connected for ten points. Combs made
eight points to lead the Eagles.
The lineup and summary follows:
Eastern (49)
Faa.
(24) Mirsanaa
Dorwall («)
F
(S) Holbrook
Feeback (16)
F_»
(8) Ooaaba
McDanlel (10) .,—O
(1) Williams
Madden (4)
G
(4) WootaoHord (4)
G
(J) Nichols
Substitutes: Eastern—H. Hale. L. Hale.
Morehead—Oxlay (8). Brans (2), Oaudlll
'(«). Official- RUPI..

LEAVE YOUR LAUNDRY AT POST
OFFICE MONDAYS & THURSDAY
Special Care Taken With Students
Laundry.
TELEPHONE 352

J Madison Laundry
.

■

■■

-

Manufacturers' Surplus Liquidators
SHOWING

SPRING FASHIONS for COLLEGE FOLK

WIN LASTNET GAME

Style!

MAROONS OUT
OF TOURNEY

ByJackSordt

Spring Dresses

Spring COATS

SAVE EXTRA

Chic Fashion For
Miss or Matron '

$»

$'

$«

New Materials — New Colors
New Low Prices

$'

$5.98 Coats
$3.98
$10.00 Coats.. $6.98
$15.00 Coats
,$9.98

By Shopping
Here DiiringThis

Printed Crepes, Flat *|-- QQ
Crepes, Newest Colors. *X,y°
Values to $5.98
■■

2 For $5.00

LINGERIE
Group 1—Values to 29c...
19c
Group 2—Values to 50c
39c
Group 3—Values to $1.00
49c
Group—4—Values to $1.29
79c
Group 5—.Values to $1.79
98c
Bloomers, Vests, Step-Ins, Slips,
Panties, Etc

Mammoth Sale

SUITS

Spring Millinery

MEN'S OR YOUNG MEN'S '
FASHION TAILORED

STRAWS, BRAIDS, FELTS
Values to $1.98
All Spring Shades and Shapes

Serges, Tweeds, Worsteds, One Batten er
ConservatiTe Two aad Three Betton
Sacks, Doable Breasted Styles—Valmes to
*35.«0.

98c

$14.«5

YOU COULDN'T FIND A BETTER WAY TO SPEND A LITTLE IDLE
TIME THAN TO VISIT OUR STORE DURING THE SALE
;
LOOK
FOR THE
STORE
WITH THE
BIG SIGN

*

;

,

__l

Manufacturers' Surplus Liquidators
Elk's Building

Second and Main St |

LOOK
FOR THE
STORE
WITH THE
BIG SIGN

